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He Describes the Attempt to On to Mexico City, Is the Rebel
Form a "Billion Dollar"
Cry. Port of Juarez Is
CombineClosed.

-

In the case of the State of New (B- - Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico ex rel, O. L. Owen, versus G.
Washington, D. C, Feb- 2S. Thej Panama, Feb. 2S. The newspapers
H. Van Stone a decree of ouster was federal bureau of labor will make an j here gave great prominence to the
announced late yesterday afternoon by immediate investigation of the wage visit of Secretary of State Knox, whom
Judge E. C. Abbott in the district land working conditions at the textile; they welcome to Panama in the warm-courthe
Upon the overruling of the mo-- ! mills at Lawrence, Mass. A represen-- j est terms. Every movement-otion for judgment interposed by ihejtative of the bureau will leave Wash-- secretary of state is recorded and
counsel for the respondent the case ington today for the strike ridden many interviews with prominent men
v. as closed, and it necessarily follows city.
The decision to investigate the are published as to the effect of his
that judgment must be rendered oust- - strike was reached at a conference visit.
Visits Old Panama.
ing the defendant Van Stone from his today between Secretary of Commerce
office of state corporation commission- - and Labor Nagel and Dr. Charles P.
For the second day of the visit, a
er. The final judgment is now in pro- Xeill, United States commissioner of full program of entertainments and
cess of preparation and will no doubt labor. The bureau of labor has con- functions is provided.
Early this
at morning, the entertainment commitbe handed down some time tomorrow. siderable data about conditions
This is a case of great importance and Lawrence as a result of recent in- tee came to the hotel where Mr. Knox
vvill settle the procedure of quo
The continuance of the strike is staying and took the secretary and
ranto in New Mexico. Judge H. D. and the turbulent situation resulting, the whole of the party accompanying
Terrell of Clovis who appeared in all! however, made it desirable, in the him on a sightseeing trip to the site
the proceedings for the relator is be-- judgment of the federal authorities of the original city of Panama. The
ing congratulated upon the result of! to ascertain the exact conditions
party has been invited to luncheon at
case.
day and all the causes of the labor the home of Maurice H. Thatcher,
Upon closing the testimony in this trouble. There has been agitation in governor of the Panama canal zone.
case, Neil B. Field, counsel for the re- Congress during the last few days tojin the afternoon a reception is to be
spondent, Van Stone, moved the court have the bureau of labor investigate. given by Rodolfo Chiari, the acting
for judgment for the respondent. This
Two Strike Investigations.
president, at the palace, and tonight
motion was by the court overruled
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 28. The first! a state dinner is to be given by
and the case then submitted for final
at least two investigations by
General Paderes, at which Mr.
judgment without further argument. eral officials into certain phases of Knox will make his first formal speech
The motion for judgment of the re- the situation surrounding the long- of the tour.
spondent was based principally upon standing strike of mill workers here,
the theory that proceedings by infor- was begun today. Special Agent Dan- S. MARSHALL APPOINTmation in the nature of quo warranto neberg of the Department, of Justice,
MENT MAKES TROUBLE.
tinder the common law of England acting under X'nited States District
(A. D. 1710) as modified by the Stat Attorney French, presided over an in- It May Cost Senator Dupont His Seat
ute of Anne, could be directed only quiry into the exportation of children.
and a Scandal Among Delaagainst officers of corporations. In He came here to ascertain particularly
ware Republicans.
in
preclosing this question adversely to whether the police officials,
xne respondent Judge Abbott quoted venting the departure of 100 children
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
from a case decided in the supreme for Philadelphia last Saturday, acted
D. C, Feb. 2N. An arcourt of Wisconsin in 1843, when Wis- in violence of the Interstate Com- rayWashington,
of evidence heard by the Senate
consin was still a territory, and when, merce law.
Judiciary committee in its inquiry inas in Xew Mexico, there was
of Women Alleged.
to the appointment of C. P. Swain as
no statutory proceeding in quo warof children and rnited states Marshall for Delaware,
Alleged
ranto but the proceeding was under women
did not enter
by the
laid before the Senate today by
the common law. in which it was held to this inquiry. police
,
The wages and work- R d
in Hreie the
uwt me wnt couta be directed under ing conditions in the mills are to be nassaee of Misgmll.,
bis
resolution
nmvidine:
.American institutions against all of- the subject of another investigation
for M invesUgation ot the Action
fices forming a part of the sovereign- and an official from
will
Washington
r mp
Q
ty of the people either legislative, ex- arrive tomorrow to pursue the in- - I,. a
benator Heed insisted it this evi
ecutive or judicial. The court further quiry. The situation will be- brought
called attention to the fact that the before Congress Saturday, when a dence were given credence, the Senate
not only should investigate the 1910
Owen vs. Van Stone quo warranto strike
committee, including thirty-sishould demand oT the
proceeding was instituted first in the children,
will appear
before the election, but
supreme court of New Mexico and House of Representatives to submit Delaware senator an explanation of
that there the question of jurisdiction to questions. They must not leave his action in "recommending for aphad been settled and determined by Lawrence before
pointment to the high office of U. S.
Friday.
the supreme court, and that further
a man whom he knew to be
niarshall,
Militia and Police in Control.
it appeared from the opinion of the
in
engaged
corrupt practices."
Dispersal of crowds in the mill dis"I deem this to be my solemn duty,''
supreme court in this case that they trict
of the
the
occupied
energies
had full knowledge of the facts in the
said the senator and shall be glad if a
case as set forth in the affidavit of the militia and police today. Most of these thorough investigation results in comwere women, and in obliging them to
relator.
pletely exculpating the senator from
If the state corporation commission move, there was as little violence ex- Delaware.
ercised
as
women
Two
were
possible.
does not object, Mr. Owen will now
"The disclosures made by the witarrested.
qualify for his position.
If opposed,
nesses are of such character as to dean action of mandamus may be necmand further investigation.
That inessary. Mr. Van Stone is not in the
vestigation ought to be courted by an
city and, though it is probable that
innocent man.
the case will be appealed, his attor"On January 22,
1912, the Presineys have not announced his intendent appointed Cornelius
P. Swain
tion.
United States marshal for the district
Reception for McDonald.
of Delaware and sent that appointOn the occasion of the visit of Govment to the Senate for confirmation.
ernor William C. McDonald to Las
With an alacrity which was astonishCruces on March 4th, a public recep- The Disaffection of
Repub- ing, the appointment was reported to
tion will be given him by the business
the Senate by the committee, and on
lican Troops Who Have
and professional men of that city, irrethe day it reached the Senate confirmspective of party.
Mot Been Paid
ed. Such, at least, is the newspaper
Seattle Police Get .Reward.
statement.
The Seattle police have been paid
"In some way, citizens of Delaware
$200 reward for the capture of W. F.
RECOGNITION
OF
REPUBLIC learned of the fact and protested to
Buchanan, the Tucumcari
banker,
some members of the Senate with the
who is on his way to Santa Fe with
result that the action of the approval
Captain of the Mounted Police Fred
Fornoff and Sheriff J. F. Ward to Sulzer Resolution Congratulates was rescinded.
Thereupon, the matanswer the charge of bank wrecking.
the Chinese People on Their ter was
to the committee,
Buchanan says his arrest is all a misand an investigation .demanded
by
Achievement.
take and that he is certain to prove
citizens of Delaware, headed by
"
his innocence. He had been president
Saulsbury, was held."
of the International Bank of Com- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Senator Reed reviewed the testi
28
D.
Feb.
The
C.
Washington,
merce which closed its doors shortly
mony given before the Judiciary Com
after he had sold out his interest in it House Committee on foreign affairs mittee,
declaring tnere was umm- today favorably reported the Sulzer
to Postmaster E. A. Carter.
peached evidence that thousands of
Resolution
recin
would
effect
which,
The Joerns Hearing.
dollars were distributed from the of
At two o'clock this afternoon,
the ognize the new republic of China, it fices of Henry A. and T. Coleman
time set for the hearing before Gov- congratulates the Chinese people "on
to be used for corruption.
ernor McTJonald of the charges against their assumption of the powers, duties
and
of
self
govresponsibilities
Traveling Auditor John Joerns, neithRANCH WOMAN FROZEN
er Joerns nor his counsel had put in ernment."
TO DEATH IN TEXAS.
their appearance although Governor
Republican Troops Revolt.
McDonald was awaiting them. At 3
Hankow China, Feb. 28. A portion
o'clock a telephone message stated ot the Republican troops stationed at She Had Gone Out Into the Storm
Near Dalhart to Look for
that Attorney A. B. Renehan, counsel Wu Chang revolted last night. ConHer Husband.
for Joerns, was on his way in a car- siderable fighting occurred, but no details have reached here regarding the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
riage to the capitol.
The hearing began at 3:30 p. m. casualties.
Dalhart, Texas, Feb. 28. Seeking
The city gates have been
There were present at the hearing closed. The outbreak is attributed her husband, who had gone out on the
Governor McDonald,
Traveling Aud- to the dissatisfaction among the sol- plains to attend to cattle, suffering
itor John Joerns and
from a Panhandle blizzard, Mrs. JoAttorney A. B. diers at not receiving their pay.
Renehan.
The foreign gunboats stationed here seph Saylor, was lost in Sunday
have been ordered to hold themselves night's storm.
NEW MEXICO ROAD
Mr. Saylor immediately organized a
in readiness for eventuaJties.
No disBOOSTERS TO KANSAS CITY. turbances have
rescue
party but the ranch woman had
occurred in this city.
been swallowed in the thickest of the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
blizzard. Her frozen body was found
Kansas City, Mo.. Feb. 28. A na- BOOZE CAUSES ATTEMPTED
lying on the range. The Saylors
MURDER AND SUICIDE. caaie here from
tional old trail roads convention will
Mendota, 111.
be held here April 18 end 19, accordPedro
Gurule, Father of Several
ing to an announcement made today
NO SETTLEMENT REACHES
Children, Takes Fatal Dose
by the Missouri Old Trains AssociaIN COAL STRIK.
of Strychnine.
tion. Among the states to be represented by delegates are: Colorado,
Pedro Gurule of Martineztown, was Representatives of Mine Owners ConNew Mexico, Arizona and California.
fer With British For.
rushed to an Albuquerque
hospital
eign Office.
last night to save his life, but the atSUPREME COURT DENIES
declared
the
physician
tending
strych
WRIT IN ARIZONA CASE.
nine he had taken would prove fatal (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. The The
London, Feb. 28. One of the repreis
made that Gurule,
supreme court denied the petition of who allegation
has several children, also at sentatives of the coal owners, after
a writ of certiorari in case of Ben
to poison his wife in the re- another conference at the foreign ofBlanchead, of the Howell Mining com- tempted
morse that always comes the day af fice this evening, said there was no
pany vs. G. W. Ammon, Busley Drug ter a
spree, the Albuquerque Journal liklihood of any settlement of the disCompany, appealed from the supreme saying that Gurule's
despondency was pute in the coal trade being reached
court of Arizona.
due to over indulgence in liquor.
tonight.
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-

Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire tn
(iiv Sp- cial Leas' .! Wire to New Mexican)
P,y Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., Feb. 2S. The leading
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2S. Judge Car - j El Paso, Texas, Feb. 2V Antonio
volunteers in tne campaign lor llieo-- i
Senate.
.,. todav overruled objection ofi' - ojas aim nis command oi vm, a- N uore Kooseveit in Massaemisetts
In session 2 p. m.
nad
.
,
reached Juarez thus morning
m hp I,;u kers ,rlnl ,0 uuistas
a final meeting with their candidate ,he Men
Labor Leader John Williams
,0 join the command which raptured
of Pittsburg, told finance comtoday before his departure for Xew! the introduction of the minutes of the j the town yterday. This unites the
York. Several who have just enlisted meetings of the directors of the
of Inez Saiazar, Ei lilio Campa,
mittee any reduction in steel
for the fight were introduced to Mr. jtional Packing Company between 1907 and Antonio Rojas.
plate tariff would result in
They declare
Roosevelt and there was a council of laud 1910. The government attempted that within a few days they will
contlict between
capital and
labor.
of a to read the minutes to the jury scv-.;concerning the selection
their march southward
against
House.
V leader for the Massachusetts forces. eral weeks but the defense made on- - Chihuahua and if successful there.
no decision
was jection and the court took the matter; tl ai the march will continue to Mexi-Mis unoersiooa
Met at noon.
reached on this point.
WedRoosevelt under consideration.
en City. Absolute
Considered "Calendar
quiet reigns in
jwas asked what, he thought of the! It was at these directors' meetings Juarez and perfect order is being
nesday'' bills.
A report
made to Stanley
prospects here and .of the result held Tuesday afternoon that the gov- n.aintained. The street, cars are again
Steel Committee on an investithroughout the country of his an-- ; eminent, contends the defense agreed running and traffic has been lesumed
nouiicenicnt that he was willing to ac - on selling prices, margins, shipments,! between the two cities,
gation of United States Steel
land the division of territory in viola-- j Mexican Consul l.lorente declares
cept the nomination.
Corporation's books and min"I have absolutely nothing to say," Hon of the Sherman law. Ferdinand that the port of Juarez is closed and
utes stated the corporation ophe replied.
erated in restraint of trade and
Sulzberger,
president of Sulzberger intimates that the United States will
Hons
toi recognize it as such in return tor
company, successors
uig.iiiuunun oi tne Kooseveit move-prevented competition.
ment nas resulted in spurring into ao -- chwarzschild & Sulherger Company, Mexico's consideration in surrender- Foreign relations committee
tivity the supporters of the present was called to the stand. In reply to. me: the town rather than have a bat- favorably reported Sulzer resoadministration.
lution which would virtually
Attorney Ue that might endanger El Paso. Unit- questions of Government
It was announced that at a meeting Sheean, the witness told of attending Jed States customs officers declare the
recognize new Chinese repubSaturday the Taft Business Men's the old packers' pool meetings held! port of Juarez is open as usual, so
lic.
League would be formed.
every Tuesday afternoon in the office! far as they are concerned, and all reg-o- f
Attorney Feeder in Chicago from ularly entered shipments for Juarez or
Washington, D. C. Feb. 28.
1S9S to 1902. He named the ten de-- ' points somh will be cleared here.
AGED WIDOW BRUTALLY
Nominations sent to the SenTo Close Port of Juarez?
ate today by President Taft,
ATTACKED BY NEGRO. feiidants and said they attended the
pool meetings at different times. Mr.
included eighteen consuls and
Washington, I). ('., Fell. 2S. The
described the attempt .Mexican consul at El Paso today reFrank Cooper, Elevator Boy Has Con-- ; Sulzberger
Joseph K. Morrison for U. S.
made by the Armour, Swift and Mor- - quested the American collector of
fessed, is Assertion of
district attorney of Arizona.
ris interests to purchase control of customs there to forbid the exporta' V
Police.
V X X V
V
X
(By Special Leased wire ;o New Mexican) tne Schwarschild & Sulzberger
tion of American goods into Juarez
Two New Battleships.
in
of and
with the intention
York, Feb. 2S. Mrs. Johanna
urged that the rebel port be rec- 28.
D.
The
Feb.
Washington,
C,
an aged widow, was mur- ule company in tne proposed ognized by the United States as
House committee on naval affairs toattacked last night in the "BrllI,on P"ar" packers' combine.
(.i,)st.u. The Treasury Department has
day decided in favor of authorizing jderously
"e witness prouueeu a contract taken upon the question with the detwo new battleships this year and will riarieni apartment where she lived' dated
beaten into insensibility
August 2fi. 1902, between himself partments of slate had
jmd
demand that, the Democratic caucus alone,
justice. The
crammed into a bath tub while her and Armo"r. Swift & Morris, by which matter of
stopping all supplies is reits
action
rescind
declaring
against assailant
lle
sel1
to
a
aSreed
of
stock
majority
leisurely looted her flat.
garded by the State Department as a
addition to the navy at this time. The The
then turned on sixteen at $1990 to be paid for in shares of the delicate one. A considerable
district
committee will ask for a free hand to gas burglarMrs.
The contract was
Htiebener was found l"'POsed merger.
jets.
is dependent upon Juarez ior its supdetermine to matter for itself.
Government
alive. The police first reported read t0 the j"ry
barely
and the cutting off of exports
Harmon Wants No Delay.
ex- - plies
the woman was dead.
torney Sheean. Mr. Sulzberger
from El Paso, it is feared,
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. The
wojld
of
terms
l'lained
that
the
contract
Frank Cooper, a negro elevator boy,
the
Harmon headquarters here gave out was
cause much suffering. It. is understood
and charged with t lie n?ver were carried out because of
arrested
statements today opposing the suggesof the promoters to finance the the Mexican ambassador is preparing
tion for a postponement of the Demo er has According to the police, Coop- ability
to lay before the State Department
delib-pr0ect'
confessed,
lie
had
i
saying
cratic national convention scheduled
the demand of his government
that
after!
erately planned it. and that
at Baltimore, June 25.
the shipment of supplies into Juarez
her with his fists until she NO WORD FROM SNEED
pounding
Mondell Alsc Criticizes.
became unconscious, he obtained $(;:.!
JURY UNTIL TOMORROW. be stopped.
Representative ?Aoiideil of Wyoming Thirty dollars in bills, stained
Trevino Loyal.
by
criticized the new policy of abandon- blood, were found
Consul General Hanna
in his pockets.
(By Special Leased wire to Xew Mexican)
reported
ing posts and building up newer and
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 28. Xo fnr- - from Monterey that the statement,
.
.
bigger ones.
tner communications from the jury that General Geronimo Trevino had
which has heard the evidence against cast, his lot with the rebels was with- TENTH MURDER FOR
$4,000 STOLEN FROM
John B. Sneed, accused of the murder out foundation. General Trevino, he
V
MONTH OF FEBRUARY.
SAN JOSE, CAL BANK.
of Captain A. G. Boyce, will be re - said, was in Monterey in command of
ceived until tomorrow or Friday. The the government troops. The real leadPostmaster
at
Loving, Eddy
J. A. Costa Was Gagged and Locked
court went ahead with the civil dock- er of the revolutionary movement, Mr.
Killof
County, Accused
in Room While Two Bandits
et. Xo intimation as to the attitude Hanna reported was Emilio
Vasquez
ing Neighbor.
of the jurors was obtainable today.
Escape.
Gomez.
X. M., Feb. 2S.
Albuquerque,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rebellion Serious at Torreon.
Word reached here at noon V
San Jose, Calif., Feb. 2.S. The priReports to the state department intoday that W. W. Wood, postvate bank owned by James A. Costa
dicate that affairs are serious at Tormaster at Loving, 12 miles V ITALIANS
WIN
was robbed today of $1,000 by two banreon and Ve'ardena where American
south of Carlsbad, in Eddy
dits who escaped. Costa, who had just
shot and killed James
mining men successfully fought off a
county,
opened the safe and prepared for the
rebel band. In Vera Cruz the insurgDonnelson, a wealthy farmer
days business, was bound and gagged
BLOCIDY BATTLE ents are said to have captured several
at seven o'clock last night.
and imprisoned in "a rear room. The
towns. American consular represenWood fired both barrels of a
robbery was not discovered until an
tatives at San Luis Potosi, Papachula
into Donnelson's body,
shotgun
hour later when a customer entered
ai.d Saltilio report all quiet.
death being
instantaneous.
Turkish Forces and Arab
the bank.
Wood rode into Carlsbad after
To Starve Juarez Rebels.
Allies Defeated With
the
and
IS
Mexico City, Mox., Feb. 28. Plan
to
surrendered
killing
LOVE-LORVALET
the sheriff. While few details
for the recovery of Juarez without
Great Loss
RELEASED ON BAIL. IV are known, it is said
bloodshed are to lie discussed at the
the killing was the result of family
'i
meeting of President Madero's cabinet
Had Been Sentenced to Thirty Years
troubles of long standing. Both
A project to starve out
the
FIGHT LUSTED f.LL DAY LONG today.
for Burglary But Gets a
.men are prominent in business
teliels by surrounding the place with
New Trial.
and public affairs.
loyal troops and counting on the aid
'F" Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican'
of the Americans to
Xew York, Feb. 28 Folke E.
The Invaders Lost Only Eleven from the lil Paso sidecutis offto supplies
be conBrandt, former valet of Mortimer L. SNOW IS DRIFTING
Killed and Eighty-Twsidered, but it is realized
that aid
Schiff, sentenced to thirty years' imBADLY IN WYOMING.
from Americans must be voluntary.
Wounded. '
prisonment for burglary in the first
The secretary of the treasury form- degree, formally was released from Railroad Traffic is Tied
will declare the customs house in
and
Up
jally
Sheep
the Tombs today, details of his bail
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) Juarez closed.
Growers Sustain Heavy
bond finally having been adjusted. He
28. A severe battle, reFeb.
Rome,
Losses.
Juarez Defenders Deserted.
departed immediately, followed by a 'Uy Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) sulting in the utter defeat by the ItalThe fall of the town is said to be
crowd.
ian troops of the Turkish forces and due to the lack
large
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 2S Ten indiscipline among
ches of snow which fell recently in their Arab allies with great loss, is the raw troops there, who failed to
receivin
official
reported
dispatches
southeastern Wyoming, is drifting
obey orders given them to oppose the
here today from Horns, (which is rebels.
UNION COUNTY REPORTS
badly today. Railroads are fighting a ed
Many of them deserted to the
as
70
also
known
about
miles
A SENSATIONAL MURDER.
Lebda),
enemv. The envenmiont ic nrvoniv.
snow blockade. A blockade on the
east of Tripoli on the Mediterranean
Colorado & Southern,
irg allxiiai.y torces for tne pacifica.
twenty-fivcoast.
Lino Garcia, the deputy shertion of the northern regions of Mex- miles north of Cheyenne was lifted at
The engagement occurred at Mount ico,
iff of Union county, while emmidnight. A passenger train was sent
which lies at some distance Rebels in Juarez to Go to
panelling the jury for the comout this morning with little hope of Mergheb,
Chihuahua.
behind the town. The Turks and
ing term of court, was stopping
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 28. The
to
through
getting
The
;.eatland.
'
Arabs had taken up a strong position
with his sister-in-laMrs.
National Railroad Equipment in
sheep growers have sustained heavy en the slopes where they were atHer husband was away,
the Juarez yards was brought to El
losses.
tacked by the Italians with infantry Paso
being employed by Saturnino
shortly after noon today. Generand artillery. After a fight which al
Pinard at Los Cedros. A neighSalazar, in command of the 'CapETHEL
CROKER
DOES
all
lasted
the
bor woman was passing the
day the Italians put
NOT GET DIVORCE. enemy to flight by storming the height. tured town, announced at noon, that
night with her also. About 11
all gambling and saloons had been
The loss of the Turks and Arabs is
o'clock p. m. Wednesday evenJury Could Not Agree in Trial of Suit described in the report as very heavy. closed and would remain closed indefing they were startled by hearby Democratic Boss's
The Italians lost eleven killed and initely.
ing someone at the door. The
After a conference, of the commandeighty-twwoman refused to open the
Daughter.
wounded.
ers
this morning, it was declared that
Leased
Special
Wire
(By
to
Xew
door and he bursted it open
Mexican)
all but two hundred of them would
New York, .'! Y., Feb. 2S. The jury
and entered. She immediately
Tennessee
Banker Dead at Albu-- i
entrain in Juarez Friday and go south
in the divorce suit brought by Kftiel
opened fire and five bullets enGeorge A. Bailey, a Tennes- to attack Chihuahua.
Croker Breen against her husband, querque
Two hundred
tered his body. She fired as
see banker is dead at Albuquerque.
men are to be left to hold Juarez.
John J. Breen, erstwhile riding mas- - His son who was on his
long as there were any cartway from
Mexican consul E. C. Llorente an- ridges left. He fell the first Xlter, returned a sealed verdict in the Greenville. Tennessee, to hp at his
nouncu today that he had orders
shot and was killed instantly. Xj supreme court today, holding that they father's bedside, was
in
the
caught
It seems he had been annoying
could not agree. The plaintiff ft a snow blockade in Kansas and arrived from Mxico City as early as Monday
not to resist the rebels if thev ar.
her with undue attention for
f
Richard
too late to see his father alive.
daughter
Croker.
some time and she was much
tacked Juarez and that the pretense
ar defense was only a bluff to keep the
frightened when he so uncereREVOLUTION DOES NOT
rebels out.
moniously burst her door open
STOP HORSE RACING. SFARM INGTON INSTRUCTS
after her having locked it. Her
FOR PRESIDENT TAFT.
Reyes Followers for.Madero.
three children were sleeping
At the Republican
(Ey Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 28. A moveprimaries
on the floor beside her and the
held at Farmington, San Juan
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 28. Weather
ment to throw the support of General
neighbor woman in bed with
clear, track fast. First race, five furBernardo Reyes followers to President
county, night before last, the
her. Mrs. Soldado is his preslongs. Dromi, 110 (Taplin), 3 to 1,
delegates to the county conven- Madero was started here today. There
ent wife's sister and is highly
first.
Lieutenant
tion were instructed to use
107
are said to be fully three thousand
Sawyer,
respected by. all her friends.
their best efforts to secure the
(Grand), 5 to 1, second. Wild Bear,
Reyistas at present in practical exile
The body was interred in the
110, (Rosen), 8 to 1, third.
in the United States and Cuba.
adoption of a resolution in- Time,
cemetery at Barney. So far
El Pato, Yvonne, Isom, Fly
1:01
Jose Bonales Sandoval,
structing for President Taft's X
a well
nothing has been done with the
ing D'Or, Tie Thomas, Calethumpian,
renomination and election.
X
woman. Clayton Citizen.
Don't Say No, and Cap Nelson ran.
Continued on Page Four.
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Baker, of the Normal volunteer
weather observatory that the snow- GASGABETS
fall on the level was 16 inches, which,
WHILE YDU SLEEP
with the exception of a storm in Noon
fall
heaviest
is
the
1S89,
vember,
absolutely
record, in Las Vegas. The precipita- Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are
tion in rainfall amounted to 2.01 inchno word to express
Violent They Act on Bowels
es.
The precipitation of the storm in
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils,
the
of
efficacy
Reminds You
18S9 was 4.21 inches. Las Vegas
Take a Cascaret tonight end thoroughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
Sued for Ten Cents Rent.
Miss H. Flaherty, owner of a flat great by morning. You men and wombuilding at Chicago asked Municipal en who have headache, coated tongue,
Judge Sabath for a judgment for pos can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
session of the apartment occupied by upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
in the treatment
Mrs. Fred Shalton because the tenant disordered stomach, or have backache
floods.
of
owed ten cents on the rent. "These an(i fee all worn out.
trivial cases make court procedure a
Are you keeping clean inside with
COUGHS, COLDS
farce," said the judge, refusing her re- Cascarets or merely forcing a pass
BRONCHITIS
quest.
ageway every few days with salts,
CATARRH, GRIPPE
cathartic pills or certor oil? This is
Killed Blowing Kis Nose.
AND
important
From the effects of blowing his nose
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
RHEUMATISM
William B. Saylor aged 38 years, died
the stomach, remove the sour,
regulate
ALL DRUGGISTS
at Altoona, Pa., Saylor, who was as- undigested and fermenting food and
sistant foreman of the Pennsylvania foul gases, take the excess bile from
aii brake department, contracted a the liver and carry off the decomposed
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
THE INVALID.
cold which settled in his head. To waste matter and poison from the inREGISTER TICKETS
PURCHASES. WE GIVE
WITH ALL CASH
Sick in the cow camp moonin' round clear his nose
he gave e vigorous blow testines and bowels.
The smolderin' fire in the rain,
and ruptured a blood vessel.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
A feelin' like a rat, half drowned,
straighten you oat by morning. A
And racked from head to foot with
Dairy Stables Destroyed by Fire.
box from your druggist means a
pain;
overheated stove, the ciear head and cheeriuiness ror
an
Ignited
by
mile
The nearest ranch house tweny
barns of the Ackerman ' dairy, which months. Don't forget the children.
Nobody here to care a dang
is located east of the Santa Fe yards
Whether I live or die no smile
a short distance from the ice house school and a year ago met the motor-man- ,
That sorter helps to ease a pang.
tt Las Vegas, were completely de
who has since paid her ardent
Sick in the cow camp Slim, the cook. stroyed by fire. The cows and other attentions. "I told Gladys he was too
stock were taken from the barn to old," said Mrs. Ellis, "but she continSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Is growlin' 'cause the flour's wet;
Fussin' because he's dropped a hook saf ty and the damage was limited to ued to meet him. In the morning when
the loss of the stables. The property she went to school there was the mo- ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Into the Are here him fret!
destroyed was valued at $500, none of torman waiting for her. Every place
Nothin' around but trees and plain
which was covered by insurance.
FriI turned I saw that motorman."
a
The
makes
Fe
river
in
noise;
Santa
The only exclusive grain house
gurglin'
and
Nothin' but flood, and rain
rain.
day, Gladys' aunt, Mrs. Mary Graham,
went to meet Gladys as she returned
And nary a signal from the boys.
Judgments.
In the district court at Albuquerque from school. As she strolled along
Judge Herbert Raynolds gave judg Decatur street she saw the motor-man'- s
Sick in the cow camp but I hear
strong right arm encircle the
Phone Black Hoofs splashin' through the oozy ment by default in two cases; one for
Phone Black f
$130.50 in which
the Consolidated waist of Gladys' and then gracious
mud:
g
45
45
De- goodness they kissed. "Yes, I kissThe boys have come I catch a cheer Liquor Company is plaintiff, and
metrio
the
and
Jaramillo
defendant;
ed him," Gladys' testified, "and furthTheir sturdy yellin' stirs my blood,
the other for $179.31, in which the ermore, I intend to marry him." The
I see a yaller slicker gleam,
Continental Oil Company is plaintiff
And catch my bunkie's friendly call
kissing motorman was put on the
and E. H. High of Roosevelt county stand. "I didn't kiss her." said Pur-celSick? Well I guess not it don't seem
were
for
defendant.
Both
is
suits
"You see, Judge, we were eating
As if I'd been laid up at all!
goods sold on account.
candy and she had a piece in her
Denver Republican
mouth. I wanted a bite and took it. 1
Boy Had Neck Dislocated.
do not know whether my lips touched
Ernest Warren, son of Mr. and
hers or not. I was not seeking a kiss;
was
W.
Mrs.
E. Warren at Cimarron,
AROUND THE STATE
I wanted a piece of the candy." The
badly injured. In some way his neck
the
was wrenched or some ligament magistrate decided to postpone
case. Candy kissing involves a point
an
such
extent
to
his
strained
that
Well Known Physician Dead.
neck was almost helpless, having to of law he wishes to study over before
Dr. Joseph Atherton, a well known
hold his head up with his hands. Er- rendering an opinion.
citizen of Dexter, Chaves county, died
will be laid up some days. In
at his home in that city of a compli- nest
the meantime the rough and tumble WINDMILL CITY HAS
cation of diseases.
OLD FASHIONED SNOW.
play known as "Black Man' or "Crack333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot.
ing or poping the whip'' should not be
Partnership Dissolved.
allowed.
Deming, N. M., Feb. 26. Rain folThe law firm of Earl Scott and
lowed by the first considerable snow
Xeal Jenson, Estancia, has been disNo Eight Hour Law for Him.
fall of the year visited Dealing Satursolved by the latter buying out the
R. F. Bush of the Denver day, continuing from early morning
President
former.
& Rio Grande,
his assistant, F. L.
through most of the day. The total
Shepherd, and General Manager E. L precipitation measured at the U. S.
Death of Pioneer.
were in the Rio Grande head- weather observation station in Dem
James McDonald, aged H6 years, a Brown, at
Denver, and yesterday afquarters
amounted to a half inch.
died
The
of
Union county,
pioneer resident
ternoon they put in a few more hours ing
snow fall was very much heavier in
at Mrs. Carter's ranch near Beenham, in the
headquarters, and returning the mountains to the north, and arUnion county.
went into the president's rooms in
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single ,
well for plenty of early water
the Brown hotel and did more work. gues
for the irrigators on the head waters
Bought San Juan County Ranch.
Saddle Horses
Buggies,
This
and
the
morning th$ president
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Tharp of Fol-soot the Mimbres. The range condigeneral manager will visit the Burn-haUnion county, have bought the
tions will be greatly improved by giv
shops and, in all probability, go
San over the Rio Grande terminals and ing grass an early start.
Goodberlet rancn near Aztec,
Juan county, 80 acres for $6,000.
Dr. Ricketts, consulting engineer of
then back to the headquarters for
i
more work. President Bush will prob- the Phelps-Dodginterests and gen
in
in
When Meed of Anything
Climbed Into Armory.
eral manager ol the Cananea Copper
ably be in Denver until Thursday.
Because John Woods, a theater emCo., came to Deming Saturday from
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
ploye at Albuquerque, climbed into a
a short stay at Santa Rita and left
Rooster Pulled Bell Cord.
window at the National Armory and
In a crate on the 5:05 passenger overland by auto for Cananea.
RATES RIGHT.
sprung open the door to carry out tiain that left Winsted, Connecticut,
William Archer,
for the
some benches, he was arrested.
on the New Haven road for Bridgeport Santa Fe railroad has been in peming
and New York were hens and a roost- for the past week superintending
Given Thirty Days.
er. Between Beacon Falls and Sey- work on the Santa Fe well at the
Ion Caspar Avenue
John Woods wag given thirty days mour the rooster-- got out of the crate roundhouse. Mr. Archer has had wide
in Albuquerque for breaking into the and flew toward the ceiling of the car. experience in
and he
National Guard Armory to take out He alighted on the signal cord lead- states that the water supply of this
some chairs. Sentence was suspend ing to the engine cab. His weight valley is truly phenomenal. "I firmly
ed.
sagged the coird as if it had been pull- believe," said Mr. Archer, "that there
ed, and the signal sounded. The en- is enough water underneath this valgineer, Wilson Burns,
the ley to irrigate the entire pumping
Drouth in California.
stopped
Prayers for rain were read in Ro- train suddenly. Timothy Dailey, con- area for a period of thirty or forty
man Catholic church of the northern ductor, ran forward. He said he had years, if there was not a drop more
California diocese. The season in ell not pulled the rope. Then the ex- fed into the underflow.'1 The yearly
9
parts of the state has been the dryest press messenger, Arthur C. Bennett, accessions to the underflow of the
explained. The train went on.
Mimbres valley has been computed to
in ten years.
TO
be by competent engineers 450,000
acre feet.
Alleged Bootleggers Arrested.
Married at Albuquerque.
,
All
of
The city police upon evidence
of
William Collister
a lieutenant of two imported
There Is more Catarrh in this secprivate detectives who
the Albuquerque paid fire department, have been buying "booze" from al- tion of the country than all other disSsl VP MftflPV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wens
was married by Justice of the Peace leged bootleggers made a wholesale eases
'
illUUWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers
put together, and until the last
David Romero at Old Albuquerque, to round-uof the accused dispensers few years was supposed to be IncurChecks and Foreign Money Orders
Mrs. Susie Owen.
f the fiery fluid last night. In the able. For a
great many years doctors
net were caught Will Foreman,
the pronounced it local disease and preDecree.
two
Divorce
Given
Britton
U.
boys, Charles Thompson, scribed local remedies, and by con!K",5iSt
Canada, Mexico
Final decree in the divorce action all from Roswell and J. S. Haynes,
ure with local
tailing to
wherein Mrs. Emma Knight sued for who claims to be representing a stantly
it incurable.
treatment,
pronounced
divorce from Anderson Knight was whiskey house at Texico. None of Science has
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
proven catarrh to be a
awarded at Roswell. Mrs. Knight was the men were doing the alleged busi
constitutional disease an' therefore
awarded the custody of her child. ness as partners excepting the Brit
ji j j
constitutional treatment
requires
ton boys who were conducting
Thomas Othello.
it Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
D. BARNES,
jointly, as accused by the police. All F . J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
five were placed in jail; part in the
big Land Deal.
the only constitutional cure on the
in
of
acres
and
Pe
Two
in
the
the
county
orchard
part
Thirty
city jail.
in
other arrests on the same charge of market. It is taken internally
cos Valley this week brought
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
from
doses
when G. O. Linderman and J. H bootlegging will be made this mornIt acts directly on the blood and muMcKinney of Wisconsin
bought the ing. The police last night also got cous surfaces of the system.
They oftwo Mexicans
Karl orchard from the Lawrence-Cel- charged with being fer one hundred
dollars for any case
fee Irrigated Farms Company of ROS' drunk. Roswell Morning News.
It fails to cure. Send for circulars
well.
and testimonials.
Successor to
Candy Kiss in Court.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToThe brow of Magistrate Reynolds in
Death of Physician's Child.
Ohio.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
ledo,
Gates
was
avenue
court,
Brooklyn,
son of Dr.
Howard, the
Sold
by Druggists, 75c.
furrowed
as
over
he
and Mrs. H. W. Heymann, formerly deeply
pondered
Takes Hall's Family Pills for conFIRST-CLAS- S
LIVERY RIGS.
of Las Vegas, died of Bright's disease a case thtft involved a candy kiss. Mrs.
at the Heymann home at Koehler, Col Sarah Ellis of 1073 Hancock
street
fax county. Dr. Heymann is company had Richard Purcell a widower and
and
Also First-Clas- s
Busses
Hacks,
Baggage Wagons
physician of the coal mines at Koeh motorman, 48 years old, arrested on NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
ler.
a charge of disorderly conduct.
In
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 310
R. CREATH,
explanation of the arrest of the motor-maEXPRESS LINE.
Relic From the Maine.
Mrs. Ellis said he had kissed her
5 ANT A FE, N. M.
The New Mexico Military Institute
daughter, Gladys in a pub-liPhone Black 50166
will secure one of the relics from the
street Decatur street. Gladys is
battleship Maine wreck off Manila attending the Teachers
Training Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
bi.y. The request was made by J. S.
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
Kirby, secretary of the Commercial
-- ANDClub, after reading
an Associated Hay Fever and Summer Golds
Press dispatch that the war depart
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
For Best Laundry Work
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
ment was going to divide the souvenirs
AND WE RECOMMEND
C.

The Little Store

THERE IS

of the Superior

Again

" Soltaire "

'
1

Scott's
Emulsion

the

Quality and Large Variety of

FEBRUARY 28, 191- 2-

VEDNESDAY,

Always the Leader

O

C

CLASPS

HINGE.S

Q

c

AND

WHOLESALE

10-ce-

RETAIL

Flour Hay. Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LUU

JYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT," ". UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWAR E FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LI KE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

-

s.

LIVERY STABLE

GORMLEY'S

r

the

FE.

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

?

:

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK

SK"

JONES,

JW.

HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

LIFE, ACCIDENT,
AND

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or, Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,

CHAS. CLOSSON

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Wood

RATON
YANKEE
CERR1LLOS

Screened

General Express Forwarders

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
T.
S. F. Depot.

.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Near A.

Telephone 85

I

Telephone 85

yE ARE AGENTS

p

FOFt

,Harcoudt&.Co.

"JfiSS

IN C O BP

ORATED

LOUISVILLE, KY.
THE LEADING STATIONERS AMD.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOR
ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS, PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
work when, completed will mark, the user as iftyTw'aivd meet every reguire-menof the most discriminate! taste.

Agent.

$18,-920- ,

...

t

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
" THE

THE STAR BARN

Santa Fe,

FIRST-CLAS-

t

For Hire

S

at Popular Prices

COR RICK'S HACK LINE.
it

QUALITY SHOP,"

New Mexico.

HACK SERVICE, f

-

J.

STORE, SANTA

MERCHANDISE

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

e

The World

GENERAL

Delivered to your house.

well-expe- rt

J.

me cost,j
uira i consider ji.
it you
hare work for a Gasoline Engine
tj.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

'Phone 9

S,

n

Why Import Mineral Water

Surries,

Parts

mwm

The price will
see us about it.
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

)

SAWED WOOD

Phone 14

It.

This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
of Water Against 100 ft. Head-

l.

Yankee,
Oakdale.

Caii up

Hardware We Have

Better Farming in New Mexico.

Dawson,

Pinon,
Cedar,

If Its

Phone 14.

UHnCU
11JQK3V11

R. J. CRICHTON

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

:::

Buggies and Saddle Horses-

-

f.

THEODORE C0RR1CK. ProoV.
vt

Phone Black 132.

e

Imperial Laundry

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirsr Silveiing,
KtL.hnr on filass
and Brass

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

among schools.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

Francisco Street.

AND FRIDAY

Las Vegas Buried in Snow.
Las Vegas awoke yesterday morning to find itself literally buried under
one of the heaviest snows on record.
The storm of Saturday had continued

Agency at 0. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
throughout the night and the strong
Phone Red No. 23.

PAUL P. LACASSAtiNE'
JOS San

THURSDAY

TT7

b

Phone, Red No.

a New Mexican want

Id8 results.

ad.

2

I)

wind which came up in the middle ot
the night, drifted snow to a depth of
from four to six feet, completely tying up traffic for several hours.
It
has been announced
by Professor J.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will tw glad to call for
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesLa Salle Restaurant
Both North South
Meets
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Foley's Honey
Fridays.
Bounds Trains.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Barranca on the arrival ot
Leaves
Compound
II.
en
sewed
are mended and buttons
Telephone
the north bound train and arrives at
For quick and definite results. Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
m.
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taes at 7 p.
Meals 25 cents.
than any other
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for Regular
shorter
miles
Ten
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
way. Good covered Hacks and good
Hours.
Ail
at
Short
Orders
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a couirh
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teame
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
furnished commercial men to take In
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
or
ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
WUOHS
the surrounding tona Wtaw E'.nbaao
It
Mexican
Ad.
a
New
mat
a
diaa.
10c,
Try
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound French Noodle Order
Station.
Mo.
ear sate oj an ari'ggisut.
Kiw Terk Chop Suey
Drtngs maltt

and Tar

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, X.
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.
... r
.
,
consulates Wltn nxea salaries runniug
to
from $2,000,
6,000.
It has never been the custom to appoint representatives of foreign coun-tiie- s
from Territories, so New Mexico
now enters for the first time into this
rich field. Heretofore, the V. S. government has had to work at a great
disadvantage in these
countries, because it did not have
any population from which to obtain
is
representatives to whom Spanish
the natural tongue and who are thoroughly at home in evuy Spanish-speakincountry. But now, the gov
ernment can take advantage ot its
of
good fortune in having hundreds
excellent men, perfectly adapted to
the work, here in New Mexico. It is
a noble object ot amniu'in to repre
sent the Great Republic in a foreign
and every intelligent,
bright
New Mexican is by birth anil education
ready to render splendid service to
his country by taking one ol these
positions.
The argument in favor of sending
men of Spanish descent, perfectly fa- -

PAGE
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Why Have "Nerves?"

ft at hftm
it:
...l.U
uu. hk nTm1nrr l
miliar
.ne ouuui
oi
of
any
the
people
nmong
'or Central American cuumm-oThis is the reason why women have " nerves." When thoughts begin to grew
ministers and consuls, is so plain cloudy and uncertain, impulses lag and the warnings of pain and distress are sent
who
and strong, that with Senators
like flying messages throughout limbs and frame, straightway, nine times in ten, a
will make a business of these matters. woman will lay the cause of the trouble to some defect at the point where she 6rst
a sensation of irritability or twitching and
we ought to have a large fraction of felt it. Is it a headache, a backache,
must be wrong with the head cr back,
uncontrollable
something
nervousness,
New
SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR
from
held
all of these positions
woman naturally says, hut all the tim- - me real trouble very often centers in the
Mexico. Thus, so far as official op- womanly organs. In nine cases out of ten the seat of the difficulty is here, and a
The Race Issue Opportunities for strong principles as a Republican; of
woman should take rational treatment for its cure. The local disorder and inflamportunities go, our
Native New Mexicans.
his triumphant election to Congress
mation of the delicate special organs of the sex should be treated steadily and
friends ere in much the best posiand good record in office; of his
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
of men in the United
systematically.
set
of
tion
any
New
in
be
absent
I happened to
energy and progressiveness as shown
Have Your Easter Suit
Dr. Pierce, during a long period of practice, found that a prescription made
States. They certainly have no rea
York, at the time, a couple of months by the erection of the finest residence
medicinal extracts of native roots.without the use of alcohol, relieved over 90
from
division
son to wish to draw lines of
ago, when the subject of "Race Is- in the Territory before the coming of
per cent, of such cases. After using this remedy for many years in his private pracand raise "race issues." With proper
tice he put it up in form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, that would make it
sue" was somewhat discussed in the the railroads, and the finest solid busiMADE BY THE
activity and tact on the part of our easily procurable, and it can be had at any store where medicines are handled.
New Mexico Press; but as the echoes ness block in Las Vegus after that
Senators, every ambitious young man,
of that discussion are still heard and event; and of .his public spirit as
Mus. Lii.a 1!. Hawkins, of Zeus, Va., write-;- ;
"T hail been failing in health
to whom Spanish is the native lanso
involves
on
which
shown
occasions.
And
one
is
then
many
the subject
for two year nio-- t of the time was imt able to attend to my household duties.
where
I was irettiiut
a
was
had but, thanks to Doctor
obtain
Female?
and
can
trouble
weariness
our
position
of
my
are
very
the
President said, "Now, you
guage,
much danger to the future
Pieive's medicines. I am well an.l strong uimiu. I look only three kittles cf ' FavorI beg to submit a few thoughts,
the salary is excellent, where he will
'
giving real reasons; he seems to be
1
and
used
Loti.ni
have,
the
Tablets.'
ite Prescription.'
nothing but praise for
Doctor Pierce's wonderful medicines."
enjoy the interest and variety of
firstly as to such "race issue" being the right man; go to the Attorney
all wrong in principle and leading to General and tell him these same
eign life, and will find opportunities
TAKE DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS FOR LIVER ILLS.
And You Will Surely
for success such as his less fortunate
nothing but evil, and secondly as to things and say I sent you." And that
cannot
brother
hope
the lack of reason for any such race afternoon Mr. Romero was appointed.
Save From
to attain, without great labor and alfeeling among our own population.
Now that little piece of history ilmem of the new state. A more vi ELECTION OF SCHOOL
most a lifetime of effort.
From the very beginning of its his- lustrates the whole matter. The PreDIRECTORS DISCUSSED.
cions untruth was never conceived.
PRINCE.
BivADKORD
L.
tory as a part of the United States, sident was right. The .only real criIt is just such reprehensible conduct
1912.
Dated Feb. 20.
New. Mexico has been peculiarly free terion is character and
to
adaptation
as this that has given New Mexico Specific Instructions Issued By Circufrom race prejudice or race divisions. the place. Certain positions require
unenviable record abroad.
lar Letter By Superintendent
her
Deleas
Of nineteen persons elected
a
technical professional knowledge;
A. N. White.
Constitutional Convention was
The
in
gates to Congress, ten were born
be
District Attorney should certainly
aiid, as the maRepublican,
largely
New Mexico, seven in "the States," a lawyer;
a Surveyor General or
A cireul.tr
letter lo county superinjority did not feel it. their boiinden duty
one in Germany and one in Ireland. State
a surveyor; but that s
Engineer
to the will of tendent.., just issued
in
all
Alvan N.
to
by
submit,
things
In the popular branch of the Legisla- comes under the head of adaptation,
the minority, untruth and vilification White, sla'e superintendent of public
ture, though the membership for half no one would think of having a Secrewas the result. The legislature is ii.struction. (alls u . m ion to the eleca century was very largely made up tary who could not write nor a Treaand the tion of school directors. In part the
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put hundred men. He
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agreement, but when it came to fur with other rebels in
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the
for the surgeon to sew up the wound. He said
nishing the beets, the farmers grew in.
The entire he does not know who hit him, or
different after the first year. In Colo attack on Chihuahua.
what.
dirado too, it is always necessary to movement, he declared, was to be
rected
Pascual Orozco, whose resby
ITHE ONE OVERSHADOWING ISSUE urge the farmers to plant beets for ignation from the federal
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army bebeet growing means hard labor. An comes
effective March 1.
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cause the labor is
tem ly received for the troops at Fort Sill
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The trade with Porto Rico since its American industry
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Even a three days' diet of milk,
annexation has grown more rapidly it inherited from the disbanded Whig by people willing to work twelve hours Mexican border. The orders are takparty and from the great Kentucky a
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a
for
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and domestic poli- Xew Mexico in sugar beet production Mexican sou ny any loreign power hours on 330 grams of crackers, 200
foreign
since 1897, in which shipments from cy were dealt with in them. On every Nevertheless, it will be one of the sub would be torn to pieces instantly," de- grams of cream, the same amount of
the United States to Porto Rico in- ispue the Democrats arrayed their or- stantial industries of Nsw Mexico with clared Senor Vera Estanol, minister of
creased 1720 per cent, exports to Can- ganization on the wrong side and the in tne next decade or two, provided public instruction in the last cabinet
ada, with which our trade has grown losing side, and the victorious Repub Democratic tariff tinkering ceases, and of President Diaz of Mexico, in an in-- '
rapidly in recent years, increased 300 licans locked the fruit of their victo will add mightily to the prosperity of terview here today.
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for the last
Manufactures and foodstuffs form by mains a subject of contest today, and pipe and ponder politics, and then ex- situation it American troops once
far the largest part of the domestic
is as vital, as engrossing and as pects to add $10,000 annually to his crossed the. border. The United States,
merchandise shipped to Porto Rico important as ever. It is the question bank account at the close of the har- I hope, never will take so
from the United States. Of the arti- whether the adjustment of tariff vest season.
a step.
cles classed as manufactures cotton duties shall be based upon the Demo
"President Madero has given much
goods, iron and steel, lumber and other cratic policy of merely providing reve
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ent and proprietary medicines, from effect upon home producers. It would ico, that are not yet fully comprehendDEPARTMENT FLUCTUATES
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ed and grasped, but that should help
about $10,000 to $256,027, and soap, follow
logically that a high duty should to make this commonwealth one of
from $502 to $582,1S0.
be imposed upon articles that cannot the richest and most
important in the Congressman Fitzgerald Charges II
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Rico more cotton cloths than to any such as diamonds,
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times as much as to Canada, a.vl :nore a low duty upon such articles as we need revision is
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the value increased from $1,500,000 in country, to that he
ens the belief that in Sandoval and the changes in officials.
buy imported rather than
1897 to $21,710,161 in
tobacco couraged
other counties in wnich there were
home-madgoods so as to swell the
WANTED TO BE SHOT
from $45i to $1,807.200 and fruits and federal revenue.
As for the home inexplicable sudden changes from one
AND ONLY WAS ARRESTED.
Jf SHOE MANUFACTURERS flT
nuts, fro.n about $21 00O to $2,227,745 manufacturers and their workmen, let party to another, there were gigantic
The comparative amounts of certain them leave the factories and the foun- frauds that, account to some extent
Silvestre Silya approached the elec
staples shipped from Porto Rico, from dries to the silence of disuse. They for the extraordinary results of last
tric light plant at El Paso, seeing red,
Hawaii and from foreign countries in are mostly Republicans, anyhow, and November's election.
white and blue, and yelling "Viva
to the United States last year are:
Democracy does not wish them to miss
"Shoot me," he aflvised a NaThe Republicans of Farmington are
Sugar From Porto Rico, $25,000,000 any harm that may be coming to them
there,
Progressive Republicans totally ig the first to lift their voice in an em- tional guardsman on duty
value; from Hawaii, $43,250,000; from
nore or give but faint support to the phatic endorsement of President Taft "shoot me, because I am a Mexicana,"
foreign countries, $100,000,000.
and he thumped his breast in a demonCigars and Cigarets From Porto great Republican policy of protection. and within a week this endorsement
from the Animas to strative way. The guardsman, howRico, $5,300,000; from foreign coun One fails to find in the utterances of will be
Roosevelt or of Johnson, or in the edi the Pecos and from the Canadian to ever, simply sat upon him until the patries, $5,100,000.
of Progressive Republican jour the Gila. New Mexico was given trol arrived and he paid $5 this morn
torials
Fruits and Nuts From Porto Rico
statehood by and through Taft, New ing in police court for interfering with 3ur
KVKRY PAIR HAS THIS
from Hawaii, $2,250,000; nals, any support of or reference to
$4 Shoe Equals
$2,200,000;
Dther $5 Shoe Made Any
protection to home industry. Progress- Mexico's most important industries the officers.
from foreign countries, $44,000,000.
iveism consists in hysterical lauda need protection, and New Mexico was
gei88ure Griffith's
Of the total merchandise
entering tion of Roosevelt, and silence concern never so prosperous as under Repub CURREN MOVES DEMOCRAT'
WE "WARRANT THEM
mco in mi, S9 per cent was ing the only live political issue now lican administrations. The immediate
FROM TUCUMCARI TO CLOVIS
from the United States, as against 21
future, prosperity and growth of the
before,, the country,
J. E. Curren, who began publication FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
per cent in 1897, the year preceding
commonwealth depend upon the re- at
Tucumcari a few weeks ago of the
annexation; and of the shipments from
election of Taft. Surely, the voters
a weekly pa
CORONADO COUNTY.
the island in 1911, 8G per cent were to
will do all in their power to contrib Quay county Democrat,
has moved his plant to Clovis,
the United States, compared with 15
The boosters for Coronado county ute their share toward Republican suc- per,
where he will
the Clovis
to be created out of eastern Mora .nd cess this fall.
per cent in 1S97.
Democrat.
The paper at Tucumcari Boys' Shoes from $1.50 .up.
San Miguel and southwestern Union
is said to have proved a bad invest
MORE REBELS IN JUAREZ.
A WISE COUNSELLOR.
ment on account of there already be
Call and see my line before
counties, are well organized and have
ing two papers and a job printing esIt has always been a characteristic resumed their energetic tactics very
making your purchase
Continued irom Fage One.
tablishment.
of the utterances and writings of ex early in the game. They have gath- Governor L. Bradford Prince that they eied statistics to show
that the new known lawyer of Mexico City, and
New Mexican Want Ad 3 always
are impregnated with reasonableness,
one of the leaders of the Reyistas, left
would
well
be
county
endowed in
204 West Palace Avenue. ;
Jjased on broad and substantial prem
here today for Mexico City to seen bring results. Try
ises, and that their logic .rings true area, people and taxables and yet, an interview Madero, of whom he
and convincing. His article in the that the three counties which are to will ask
amnesty for all of Reyes' folForum today, is a real contribution to furnish the material for the county lowers.
ward the solution of a vexed problem will not suffer
Sandoval carries a letter from Gen
materially by losing
and should help clear the atmosphere
Geronimo Trevino, head of the
eral
the
outer
their
edges.
precincts along
at this time when disputes and doubts
zone at Monterey, in
third
harass the men who desire to do what The usual arguments of the conven which military
Trevino commends Sandoval
ience of the proposed county seat of
13 best for New Mexico during
the
to President Madero. This letter is
transition that is natural when a com Roy to the tax payers of those pre taken here as
cincts
is
if
and
vim
and
demonstrating Trevino's
put
up,
per
Of
monwealth adjusts itself to entirely
old
new political conditions. The problem suasiveness can win the day, then the loyalty to Madero. Sandoval said the
of
the
a
is
sure go. How majority
Reyistas
discussed is not a new one, however, county of Coronado
a there are many historical prece ever, the opponents are still to be wish to return to Mexico and that
look
dents and yet, each precedent had its heard from, and they may produce they "see the error of their ways."
sufficient reasons of state and politics
Sonora Wishes Independence.
inception in conditions peculiarly Io
V
Hermosillo, Mex., Feb. 28. A plan
cs! and differing from those that exist to prevent the creation of any new
counties at the coming session of the for the temporary secession of the
in Xew Mexico.
Prince
does not speak as an outsider, or a legislature which will be busy enough state of Sonora from the Mexican Cen
newcomer, or as one not in sympathv without giving time to new county con tral government was promulgated
with the people, institutions and tradi troversies. The new county of Coro here today. The plan was fathered
tions of the Sunshine state. He has nado would have 4,500 inhabitants, it by the business men of Sonora, who
Used for all interior work
lived and mingled with its people for would have an assessed valuation of want the officials of this state to pro
would
where any varnish stain is
more than three decades, he has held $1,500,000 of which
it to President Madero and the
come out of the El Paso and South pose
Mexican Congress.
the responsible and high honors of western
desire
They
wanted.
railroad. Mora county would
of the national authorities
gcvernor and chief justice of the com lese
Union- county
$160,000,
$450,000
for Sonora to govern itself independmonwealth, he has worked for the up and San
Brightens woodwork, furMiguel county $400,000 of
building and uplifting of the people
of the nation until conditions
ently
their
crea
assessed valuation. The
niture, beds, floors, tables
and for their prosperity, with a zeal
throughout the country are settled,
and energy that has astounded friend tion of the county, it is argued, would when this state would resume its
and shelving.
conend foe, and that has been thoroughly settle the contest for the county seat nection with the union.
between
Mora
and
Mound
Wagon
unselfish.
His counsel therefore is
It was pointed out by the sponsors
which is also likely to Intrude itself,
one-ha- lf
"worthy of serious consideration and
indirectly have the tend for the temporary secession plan that
the Xew Mexican believes that upon and would
business throughout Sonora has not
rcature thought it will be found good ency to create the larger Las Vegas. been
the
not
does
seriously damaged by the disturfrom
Why
latter,
appear
and wise.
he typewritten arguments presented bances elsewhere in Mexico, and that
by the Coronado county boosters, but being a coast state, it would conveni
Only one man was wounded in the the assertion is made, nevertheless, ently conduct its affairs temporarily
liattle of Juarez yesterday and ' the and the arguments may be forthcom- without the aid of the national oTH- Associated Press was careful to add ing later. In both cases, such a result cers.
that he was shot by accident.
would be one highly to be desired.
No arrangement which would be un-son-in-la-
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic-anforeign exchange andj makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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Think About It!
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Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,
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THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Under the Same Managemen

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms..

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

&Ight.

Furnished rooms in connection.
222 San Francisco

Street

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

::

Electric Lights

G. Ll'PE

HERRERA,

Prop

Good Food
MEANS SOMETHING.

Good Food, Good Cooking
MEANS MORE.

Good Food, Good Cooking, Good Service
MEANS A GREAT DEAL.

CAPITAL DINING ROOM,

126

Montezuma Ave.

Under the McCLain Management.

$2.50 up.
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B. TONNIES.

Tired?

the
furniture,
or its color? Make it
like new, finish

it with

SUNSHINE

one-thir- d

n

pint to

Put up in all colors, in

I

one gallon cans.

j Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

As an entertainer, the Edison Phonograph is

a wonderful thing. It brings the talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen. The

Edison Phonograph

has every improvement) and advantage which the genius of
Thomas A. Edison has been, able to suggest Put one in your
home. Your whole family will welcome the new
songs, the good
stories and the bright music - There is an Edison
Phonograph
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
and explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
.

(St

Edison Phonoitrapni.$15.00to$200. EdisnnStnndard Rxrds.3Sc Edison Amberol
Records (play twice as long), 50c Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c. to $2.00.

C. L. GRANT,
San Francisco St., over Kaune's Store.
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New Mexican will reach every ioBb
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and county and a great many In the
territory. If yon have any special tat
at, do not hide It under rtaabet'

Have you furnlnhee-noom- i
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little campaign Want advertising
fi&jthe New Mexican will keep the In
sope from your furnished rooms from
tapering. The classified columns are
always leeked np closely and it wtD
pay" Tou well to um them.
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LARGEST AND BEST FIRM IN THE COUNTRY,

KOHN & CO., CHICAGO
And
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nothing to lose.

SUITS, SKIRTS,
JACKETS AND COATS;
RAINCOATS,
ONE-PIECDRESSES,
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER
STYLE AND SAMPLE
BOOK.
STOP IN AND LOOK IT OVER.
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MRS. LINDIIART

GOOD ENOUGH

FOR US!
Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality mater
il
l
ials, when it i -nnt
- - cvivrtlv
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l.liu ..IV- jai I.IVIIL, Ill
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
1 T

BROS. COMPANY,
...
Phone 36
.

When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
build

I
I

m

Manicuring,

o

to-da- y?

I

This is another one of our BARGAINS. Come
quick
for it is going to be sold at once.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

H9 San Francico St

S.

of Coffee Drinking

con-

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to
your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't
any more
in comparison than the cost of
made.

"CHASE

garments ready
can save 25 per cent! by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::
You

That's good Indian for

HIGH-GRAD-

ALWAYS WANT RELIA
BLE MERCHANDISE, but more
so in the Jewelrv Line than anv

other line, for you do not buy every day.
v ,,.
sell you MUST BE reliable.
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

Everything

we

"

Form-fittin-

shape-retainin-

Jeweler

H C

-

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS

1
viMT7
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z-- r.

San Franciso
Mreet

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

fX

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
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DEMOCRATS WOULD KILL
Policeman Hawkins
Jose
BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY. Morales at El Paso on a arrested
charge of rapping one of his fellowmen over the
Reduction of One Cent a Pound is head with his
shovel which he was
on
Advocated By Committee
to mix mortar for the Ponsford
Ways and Means.
brothers at Octavia and San Antonio
streets. The altercation arose over
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 23
cents. The complaining witness,
Washington D. C, Feb. 28. The
Democratic House committee on ways it was said, carried evidence with him
and means today agreed on a sugar under his hat.
tariff revision bill which will be submitted soon to a Democratic caucus of
the House. It is understood the tariff
is reduced to one cent a pound and
that the large loss of revenue will be
met by Increased tariff on silks or oth
SPRING MILLINERY

Is

the most luxurious coffee

you ever puf o your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud

3

ALSO HAVE A FILL LINE OF

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
THE MASTER

You

TAILORS.

FOR HONEST PRICES

"

ANOTHER BARGAIN
Two good lots with nine rooms and bath, frame
house.
Small cottage of three rooms in rear of
main dwelling. All in the best of repair. Situate
about three blocks from State Capitol building. We
will quote SNAP CASH RRICE upon application to

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

A Sanborn's

Teas

N. M.

GINGHAMS;
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LATEST PATTERNS AND COLORS

VI

ALL OVER LACES,
ADOLF

of

SELIGMAN

DRY

STRICTLY NEW
In

it we have a Full
Selection of

the

GOODS

JUST RECEIVED,

GO.

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in

the Furniture Line. See the window
and
display
step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

HATS,
STIFF SENTENCE FOR

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,

MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.

ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

Also have Crochet Threads, Slip- tha if he would volun- per cotton, Embroidery Silk, and
tarily enter a plea of guilty to the a fine assortment of Stamped
charge of assault, and robbery, pend- Goods for French and Evelet Em
ing against him, he would get off with broidery, etc.
a suspended sentence. C. W. Hoffman.
a former Santa Fe switchman, yester
day went before District Judge Her
Southeast of Plaza.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Believing

H.

S. KAUNE& 00.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

MISS A. MUGLER,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone. Black 204.

JJVV

K

PL.Turj

f

J

Listen ! p Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay for, by having it right where
are using it.
vour light
THE
and
Our display rooms are
you

Ft

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT

415 Palace Avenue.

TFg-gJrCURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
-fj-V-gtrT

jmu.

STREET.

-

in
zr

on

COMPANY WASHINGTON

"

the Swell. See Our Window Display w

bill
SAVES
F.VE5.
open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading ann student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better
locking than anything you can get"

V)

Santa Fe,

.

er luxurie.s

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

s

of

NEW GOODS

. ,
II

Prices as cheap

A

us-in- g

COFFEE?"

Chase

License Numbers,

g.

BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
as you are paying for half cotton.

J Swellest

.

.

.

Reliable

te

man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow! He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape a
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back.
g
and
EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO

&

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

JULIUS H. GERDES.
YOU

,

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics

RELIABLE!

1

"

8

The Supreme Luxury

te

'

Massaging,

ANNOUNCEMENT

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

(X

k

WHY PAY RENT?
six-roo-

-

V

the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
serve
the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
may
take the place of wool in yout suit.

Cer-rillo-

J.

ia;il

recognizes

d

E

I

)

Be-le-

then backed up by our guarantee you surely have

SELIGMAN

cal merchants today. He is registered at. the Palace.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
A T. and S. F. R. 1., left the city last
THE VERDICT.
evening for his home in Las Vegas
after attending the sessions 01 the
A. Wolff).
(By Marc-JYet each man kills the thing he loves board of equalization.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus
and
By each let this be heard,
children left this afternoon for Santa
Spme do it with a bitter look,
Fe on a short visit. From Santa Fe
Some with a flattering word.
The coward does it with a kiss',
they will go on to Albuquerque and
on to California on a month's trip.
The brave man with a sword!"
Las Vegas'Optic.
The Ballad of Reading Gaol.
Dr. Edward Staab, of .New York
city, was expected to arrive in the city
Attorney Neal Jenson is up from
Sunday to be present at the birthday bert F.
Raynolds at Albuquerque and
' s
Mrs. Charles M. Stauffer, Washing- anniversary celebration of his father, confessed his guilt, asking the mercy
ton Avenue is confined to her home by A. Staab, but was held by snow in of the court. Hoffman was doomed to
Kansas and will not arrive until this disappointment,
illness.
however, for the court
afternoon.
fixed his sentence at not less than two
J. M. C. Chaves, Jr., returned to his
State Senator William McCoy of nor more than three
years in the
heme at Abiouiu. Rio Arriba cniintw
Mountainair, writes the New Mexican
this forenoon.
that he and his family, his sister Mrs.
M. A. Gonzales, county clerk of Rio J. P. Dunlavy and her
son, will arrive
Arriba county, is in the city spending in Santa Fe Thursday evening of this COUNTY OFFICIALS OF
CHEYENNE COUNTY IN BAD.
a few days with friends.
week and will take possession of the
Summers cottage on Capitol Hill for
C. B. Stubblefield, the Continental
Sent Homesteader to Penitentiary for
Oil Company representative of Alcal- the legislative session.
Merely Taking His Own
C.
D.
reCleveland
will
Attorney
is
a
de,
guest at the Palace.
Property.
turn
to
arto
Albuquerque tonight
T. J. Martinez, civil engineer from
the Arroyo Hondo, is a visitor in the range the details of a large land deal (By Special T.i:isc Wire to New Mexican)
which will mean the addition of 20,000
Denver, Colo., Feb. 28. Vigorously
city and a guest at the Montezuma.
acres to the irrigated land near
the county officials of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Weld of AlbuValencia count v. The land will arraigning
querque, arrived in the city Sunday to be developed on a large scale and will Cheyenne county for alleged persecuattend the birthday celebration of A. mean much to that section of the tion of a homesteader, Federal Judge
R. E. Lewis, today ordered citizenshin
Staab.
country.
papers issued to Joseph Zemp in spite
M. C. de Baca, former superintendMr. and Mrs. Max N'ordhaus
and of the fact that he had served lti
ent of public instruction, is a visitor daughter Helen arrived in the city months in the
penitentiary at Canon
in the city from Las Vegas. He is at from their home in Las
Vegas Monday City for theft.
the Coronado.
?.nd were present at the seventy-thirAccording to the testimony of witN. Salmon, who has been in the East birthday anniversary of A. Staab. nesses, including peace officers, he
buying summer goods for his firm They will leave the city today in the was sent to the penitentiary for the
here, departed from New York city to- Staab motor car for Albuquerque. Mrs theft of his own property.
Nordhaus wilt go to California for .1
I nited States District Attorney
day for Santa Fe.
P. P. Canfield, of the Harlan Manu- month's stay after a lew days' visit Kelly will at once commence an inwith Mrs. Ilfeld.
vestigation directed against the counfacturing Company of Albuouerciue ar
W. Bayard Cutting is reported un- ty officials of Cheyenne county.
rived in the city last evening and regimproved this morning and will be
istered at the Palace.
t?ken to New York City in a special DOES NOT FEEL SAFE
H. A. Mann, brother of Edward A. car
ON MEXICAN SIDE.
starting at noon over the New
Mann of -l- buquerque, left the ci)y last Mexico
Central railroad. Mrs. Cutevening for Kansas City, Missouri. His ting and daughter are still held
Pat Lynch, section foreman for the
by
home is in Humboldt, Neb.
the snow drifts in western Kansas but Southwestern at Pelea, Dona Ana
R. C. Rankin, assistant
traveling will probably be able to join .Mr. Cut- county, has moved his family into El
auditor and examiner, arrived in San- ting en route tomorrow. The finan- Paso to avoid any chance of having
ta Pe from his home in Las Vegas last cier's son, Bronson, and Dr. Bishop
ouble with the roving bands of bor
der filibusters.
evening and is stopping at the Palace. will accompany Mr. Cutting.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz has been Quite "We are not afraid of this crowd
C. W. G. Ward, district attorney for
me .fourth Judicial district, arrived il' with a bad case of la grippe for the over the river," Lynch said Tuesday past five days and when he had about afternoon. "They are orderly. But
in the city from his home in Las
Vegas
v is the roving filibusters we fear.
last evening. He is a guest at the recovered he took down with an
of ptomaine poison, but today he They know that the railroad, has comPalace.
has partially recovered and by tomor- missaries along the line and we do
Manuel U. Vigil, district attorney row he will be able to be at his
offlre. not want to lose our little all to these
for the Second Judicial District, ar- Mrs. H. L.
Ortiz, who has been down brigands."
rived in the city from his home in Al- with what at first was
Mr. Lynch came to El Paso Tuesday
thought to be
buquerque last evening. He is at the sciatic, for a whole year and a half, is to ask Colonel Steever for a
guard to
Montezuma.
now rapidly recovering under the protect his and the railroad
company's
skillful attendance of a physician. A property.
W. P. Hogan, a niining man of
arrived in the city last evening brace has been placed on her foot,
and will transact business with the lo- - and this has been improving her BROKE HIS SKULL IN
whole condition.
FALLING FROM A BRIDGE,
C. D. Haggerty, correspondent
of
the Associated Press at Denver, was
Pedro Fernandez,
aged about 40
in Albuquerque last night for a
years, fell through the Mexican Na- leaving on the midnight train tional bridge on the American side of
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
for El Paso where he will take charge the Rio Grande at El Paso and s'uffer-'
of the work covering the war on the ed a most serious
Dandruff, falling hair and bald
gash over his right
border.
Albuquerque Journal.
eye. Fernandez, attempted to pass
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
Hon. Solomon Luna came up last to the American side
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
on the Stanton
night from his home at Los Lunas.
kinds ,o hair work done.
street bridge, but having no pass, was
Albuquerque journal.
turned back. He then attempted 10
iviho. n. LUrcZ,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St
slip over the railroad bridge, below
IN
CORRESPONDENCE
BAKING
which the soldiers found him uncon-'- , -POWDER CASES NOT PUBLIC. scious
shortly afterwards. He was
given first aid at the bridge, and later
Editor Charges Wiley With Being Un- received attention
by the city surgeon
fair to Manufacturers of
ana was taken home.
H.
KAUNE
GO.
Food Products,
COURT HOUSE BONDS
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
GIVEN EL PAeO BANK. jj
Washington, D. C, Feb. 28. Secrefor
tary Wilson today denied a request, of
The county commissioners
of El
Dr. Wiley, head of the Pure Food Paso
county, awarded the sale of the
all
the
in
Board, that
correspondence
$40,000 of bonds for the erection of
a recent baking" power decision be the court house addition.
The bonds
made public. The request was made were purchased
by the American Nabecause
of
Dr.
the
by
Wiley
charge tional Bank of El Paso,
being within
against him by the editor of a food $1.50 of the higest bid of six. and con
publication, who declared that in the sidered the best of the lot. The bid
baking powder decision, Wiley "acted was made through J. M. Wyatt. vice
stateaf variance with his
president of the American National.
ment that in cases of doubt he always The accepted bid was
$40,C05 and acgave the benefit of the doubt to the crued interest, just $1.50 less than
that
Wilson
nothsaid
public." Secretary
of Coffin & Crawford of
Chicago.
ing would be made public regarding
the matter until after the Remsen HIT WITH A SHOVEL
board had reported.
FOR TWENTY-FIVCENTS.

PEHSOML HESTIOH

125 Palace Avenue

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashie

W. E. GRIFFIN

PAGE FIVE

Milliner

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
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tConnect8 at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elinabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $i.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.

Colonist Fares
TO
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

:FROM
Stations on the Denver

All

& Rio

Grande

ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T. & P. A.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

J

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of the Southwest"
by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officer detailed by Wai
Banked

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u(l
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or mow during tbs

THE CALL.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN,
CONVENTION.

COUNTY

Foster-Milbur-

fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:

.'if i
S5

V-

-

hl

w

COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

Superintendent

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to EI Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, Ia
I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates tnan ever befo re. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

s,

-

LUMBERMEN'S

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.00

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

pnissociniioN

HBI

MEETING,

ALBUQUERQUE,
MARCH

1

I2th-Dth- ,

N. M.,
1912.

13 Fare

From all stations in NewMexico
Dates of Sale, Mar. II, 12, J.
Return Limit, March 16th, 1912.
1

ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY

H.S.

SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.
LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M.

For particulars, apply to
any Santa Fe agent-

H.S.LUTZ.Agt,

SANTA FE, N. M.

The

"Bromo Quinine 99
That Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WOULD OVER TO CURE A COLO III OHE DAY,

Always remember the full name.

for this signature

on every box.

Look

25c,

j

fTf 0

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counseldr at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
17-1- 8

Assistant District Attorney, First

Judicial District.

the dough

PAUL A. F. WALTclfe

....
,

Attorney-at-Li-

Stnta i'e,

New MeUca

E, C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

fractice In the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and carenu
attention given to all bustneu.
Santa re.
New Mexico

5s

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorncysat-La-

The power behind the dough must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C BaKing Powder is the scientific com

Fractlcs In
one
Lms

Distri t Court a
Supreme Court i

termor j.

New MeScu.

Cruces,

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice In all the District Courtnd gives special ttttefitiun to caaei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Offics: Laughlin B1K, Santa Fa. N. M.

.

How to

ue

en as before tn

bination of all these desirable qualities. Hundreds of thousands
a pleas
of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
nre, and we ask you for your Ov( sake to try K C BaKing
rowder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure looa
laws.
Your grocer will return your money if vou are
not pleased. It will solve your bake-da- y
problems.

-

get the Cook's Book Free

77te A C Cook's Book,

conlainin?90 tested,
recipes, sent free upon
receipt of the colored certificate packed in theJS-cecan. iscna. it today.
9

WARD
Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegai,
New Mexico,
C. W.

easily-mad- e

HARRY

2S, 1S87.)

The name of the county of St. John
Kansas, is to be changed to Logan,
according to a bill passed by the
House which denounced Governor St.
John in unmeasured terms as a hypocrite.
Appalling losses are reported from
Italy on account of the earthquake.
The West Virginia legislature has adjourned without electing a Senator.
The snow in Vermont is five to
twenty feet deep and all railroad traf
fic is tied up.
Another summer is dawning and
still the citizens persist in delating
to perfect the title to the property
donated by the Board of Trade to the
government upon which $25,000 is to
be expenaed for a government upon
which $25,000 is to be expended for a
government Indian Industrial School.
The A. T. & S. F. has adopted the
cold storage process to ship fruit from
California to Missouri river.
Karl Probst, a nephew of J. H.
Gerdes arrived from Germany yesterday.
W. L. McClure, the Taos merchant,
left for home today. He is so thor
oughly pleased over this, his first
visit to Santa Fe, that he will next
week send his family down on a visit.
Hon. N. B. Laughlin and Hon. Rafael Romero in company with Hon.
Charles V. Easley and Hon. Romulo
Martinez called upon the governor,
and Messrs. Laughlin
and Romero
made a formal application for their
commissions as attorney general and
auditor of the territory.
After a half hours talk Governor
Ross stated that he would take the

matter under consideration.
Two
alleged
conspiracy cases
against Messrs. Amado Chaves, Lu
ciano Baca and Frost were given to
the jury in the district court resulting
in a verdict of acquittal.
A
number of unusually heavy
"games" were running throughout the

MOULTON

D.

Attornsy-at-La-

Quarter of a Century Ago.
(From the New Mexican of February

O.

Territorial District

Mfg. Co., CblcaB,

Santa To, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
city on Saturday night, some of the Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
winnings over the green cloth running
Chas. RTEasTiy
up into the thousands of dollars. The Cha.
Easley.
EASLEY & EASLFY.
gambling establishments are bringing much good money into Santa Fe
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tbs courts and befors
and the prosperity of the city and at
the same time the cause of public Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
education gets the revenue.
An eastern excursion of over a Santa Fe, N. M., branch Omce Estan
cia, N. M.
hundred people were in Santa Fe today and were much interested in
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
the games of cuance.
" The Boston Dip," a delightful litAttorneys-at-LaPractice in all tba Courts and B
tle one act comedy was represented
by 65 young men and yonng women lore the Interior Department
'
Taos,
NewMexico.
at the residence of A. Staab in honor
of Mr. Staab's bitrthday. A fine supH. L. ORTIZ.
per was served after the performance.
Attorney and counselTor-at-LaThe leading parts in the comedy were
Practicing before all the courts )
taken by General and Mrs. E. L. Bart-lett- ,
Miss Alice Webbe, Miss Anna the Territory.
New Mexies
and Miss Adelia Staab, J. D. Proudtit Santa Fe
and E. A Grunsfeld.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
The following have been appointed
Public Stenographer
the new officers of the new county of
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dan
San Juan: Sheriff,
Sullivan; proRooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
bate clerk, J. G. Kello; treasurer, C.
Phone Red 162.
H. McHenry; assessor, James
B.
S.
Webster;
probate judge,
THE PROBERT
superintendent of schools, James
Coroner, William
Locke;
ADVERTISING AGENCY.
Moses
county commissioners,
Daniel Advertisements Place in Any PublicaDavid Lobato and
Rhodes.
tion in the World.. Write Us
A new mail route has been estafor Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
blished from Santa Fe to Colorado
NEW MEXICO
TAOS, - points over the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad through the good efforts of
Delegate Antonio Joseph and Santa
WARREN C. WADE
Fe will through it become the commer
Instructor In Voice
cial center of the Southwest. Charles
Highest Recommendations.
A Scheurich has been appointed the
181 Palace A.venue.
first mail messenger on the route.
Editorial.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
James Russell Lowell doubts that
Dentist
wrote
of
the
Richard
play
Shakespeare
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
edito111, but nobody doubts that the
Rooms 1, 2 and '3.
rials which occasionally appear in Phone Red 6.
the Albuquerque Democrat and Las
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
Vegas Optic are written in the office
And by Appointment
ol' Governor Ross. There ar: yet a
few things left under the sun about
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
which there is no doubt."
Physician and Surgeon.
-.

Wil-lett- ;;

Blan-chet-

t,

Office and Residence Washingto
Ave. nsxt door to Public Library.
Office Jouirs 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.

ti i

2

p.

i3i.

Evenings.

Phone Blacfc 47.

DP. J. M. DIAZ,
DON GASPAR

RESIDENCE,

AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS,
imunpir

-i

rr

r

T7

r-"-

1

to 3 P, M

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following
(

V

are the

time

the local railroads:
"A. T. &

a. K

tablet

Ry.",

Leaver

8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
P.

JUAREZ

RACES
GO ON

MERRILY.

2

Meddling Hannah, 110.
Fourth race, Yucatan stakes, two
furyear old colts, three and one-halongs. Vested Rights, 115; Palatible,
Moller, 118; Hawthorn, 122.
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs. Miss
Miller, 100; Mycenas, 102; The Visit
or, Camarada, X Deeesarion, Thistle
Rose, 103; Bill Anderson, 105; Sidon,
108; Booger Battle, 110. ,
Sixth race, selling, one mile. X Bit
o: Fortune, 102; Dutch Rock, 103; The
Hague, 104; Black Mate, 105; John
Louis, 107 ; Dangerous March, 109.
X Apprentice allowance.
lf

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mext, Feb. 28. Entries for
tomorrow:- First race, selling, six furlongs. Mary Emily, 95; X Harlem
Maid, 105; San Bernito, 107; Velsini,
Salall, 109; Flying Pearl, Sahra,
Hearts Relief, 110; Bill Eaton,
Fundamental, Clint Tucker, Ed Withers, Regards, 112; Prince Winter, 115.
Second race, selling, fillies and
rcares, five and
furlongs.
Free, 97; Lucille Allen, 101; X
Zool, 103; Collide, Roberta, 105; Lady
Tendi, 108.
Third race, selling, six furlongs.
Gus Hartridge, 90; X Moralight, 92;
Helen Hawkins, 100; Rompie, Phil
Connor, 102; Hidden Hand, Waner,
Stafford, Tallow Dip, Bob Lynch, Light
Knight, 105; Antigo, Wings of the
Dave Montgomery,
108;
Morning,
one-ha-

,

lf

Ac-gui-

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.

BOYS ON WILD TURKEY HUNT.
(From Game War den Gable's Report.)

Min-nolett-

There is Only One

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Power
behind

n

Hotel Arrivals

season.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

!

Fe People Have Found That
This is True.

Pursuant to a resolution passed at
a meeting of the Republican Central
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench, Committee, of the County of Santa Fe
A little cause may hurt the kidneys. New Mexico, there is hereby called a
Spells of backache often follow.
Delegate Convention of the RepubliOr some Irregularity of the urine. can party of Santa Fe county, to be
A splendid remedy for such attacks, held at the Court House of the counA medicine that has cured thou-- ; ty, in the City of Santa Fe,' on Satsands.
urday, March 2, at 2 o'clock p. m., for
Is Doan's Kidney .Pills, a true kid- - the purpose of
electing eighteen deleStates.
to represent said party of said
gates
Many Santa Fe people rely on it county in the Republican State Conney remedy.
vention, to be held at the Hall of ReHere ia Santa Fe proof.
at the State Capitol on
Albino Ortega, College St, Santa presentatives
March 8th, 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m., to
Fe, N. M., says: "For several years elect
eight delegates of the RepubliI had trouble from my back and kidcan party of the State to Attend the
to
me
was
work,
hard
for
It
neys.
National Convention of said Republiowing to pains in my loins and any can
to be held in Chicago, June
movement
sudden
aggravated my ISth, party,
1912.
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
To that end primary conventions
too frequent desire to void the kid
are
hereby called in the various prewere
the
and
secretions
passages
ney
of said county, to be held in
cincts
statePublic
scanty and painful.
ments given ty local people who had precincts Nos. 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 17 and
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, IS, at 7 o'clock p. m., on the 29th aay
induced me to try them. I found re oi' February, 1912, and in all other prelief at once ard after I had used the cincts at 5 o'clock p. m. of the same
contents of one dox, my back was free day. all of said primaries to be called
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- to order by the persons and at the
mal and I feel better in every day." places and to select the number of
For sale by all dealers. Price id delegates here specified,
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque, 4 delecents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sota agents for the United gates, chairman, Eutimio Roybal, at
Remember the name Doan's and the school house on hill.
Precinct No. 2," Tesuque, 2 relegatrke no other.
Hipolito Dominguez,
tes, chairman,
at the school house.
YOUNG LAWYER OF TAOS
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe, 12 deleIN TROUBLE AT DENVER.
gates, chairman, Nicolas Sena, at SiWalter C. Woody Arrested in Sump. mon Vigil's hall.
tuous Apartments at Hotel
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe 13 deleBy Police.
chairman, Ceferino Baca, at
gates,
Denver. Colo.. Feb. 28. Walter C. Justice of the Peace oirice.
Woody, an attorney who came to Den
Precinct No. 5. Agua Fria, 5 dele
ver three days ago firom Taos, .ev gates, chairman Felix Romero, at the
school house.
Mexico, and took one of the most
suites at the Adams hotel un
Precinct No. G, Cienega, 2 deleder the name of C. A. Moon, was ar gates, chairman, Nicolas Narvaez,
rested by Detective Pete Can- yester- at the house of Bonifacio Narvaez.
day, charged by the police with con
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos, 3 dele
ducting a new scheme for securing gates, chairman, Matias Montoya, at
money from the unsophisticated,
Rafael Granito's hall.
ircnrrlinsr tn the police, he first ob
Precinct No. 8, Galisteo, 3 dele
of
outside
of
tained a list
groceries
gates,
chairman, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Busa
from
the main business section
at
St.
Joseph's hall.
the
on
iness chance concern and called
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso, 4 de
stores.
of
these
of
many
proprietors
at
To the proprietor of each store, it is legates, chairman, Elfigo Gomez,
r.i,o,-ra- i
ho ronrosented himself as school house district 9.
Liiait,cu,
Precinct No. 10. Stanley, 2 delegates,
western representative of the John
H. C. Kinsell, at school
gro- chairman,
Thompson Company, wholesale
house.
cers, of Chicago, explaining that this
Precinct No. 11, Golden, 1 dele
concern was preparing to secure a
other
gate,
and
chairman, Escolastico Martinez,
in
Denver
chain of groceries
at school house.
cities.
Precinct No. 12, Lamy, 3 delegates,
The proprietor of each store was
asked for all information about his es (Chairman, Roque Tudesque, at school
rehouse.
tablishment, price, stock, the daily
Precinct No. 13, Glorleta, 3 delethe
police
other
details,
ceipts and
to gates, chairman, Antonio Gurule, at
say, and each was then told that
it Taber's Store.
verify the claims for business done
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo, 4 dele
would be necessary to install a managates, chairman, Reyes Ortega, at
ger and a cashier for a few days.
Advertisements for managers and school house.
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz, 2 decashiers were then placed in the
newspapers. Each applicant, it is legates, chairman, Bias Quintana, at
make
school house.
charged, was told that he must
a cash deposit as a bond, the managers
Precinct No. 16, Santa Cruz, 4 dele
$100 and the cashiers $30.
at
gates, chairman, Alfredo Lucero,
The police found more than sixty school house.
apfrom
letters in Woody's possession
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe, 7 dele
The arrest gates,
plicants for positions.
chairman, C. C. Closson, ' at
incame about as the result of an
Fred
Hall.
Lopez
1225
quiry made by B. C. Harris of
Precinct No. IS, Santa Fe, 7 deleone
of
the
Lincoln street,
prospective
gates, chairman, R. L. Baca, at the
managers, who called upon Chief Arm- Court House.
strnne and asked his advice about
Precinct No. 19, Madrid, 2 deleganuttine ud the cash bond. The chief
chairman, Anto. G. Armijo, at
sent Detective Carr with this man to tes,
school house.
with
Woody.
keep an appointment
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro, 2 dele
When Chief Armstrong questioned
chairman, Apolonio Romero,
Woody at headquarters the prisoner gates,
declared that he had a large law prac at school house.
Precinct No. 21, Otto, 1 delegate,
tice in Taos. He handed the chief hir- Otto Goetz, at Goetz' store.
alchairman,
of
name
Woody,
card, bearing the
Precinct No. 22, Nambe, 2 delethough at the hotel he had registered
as Moon, and had received mail un- gates, chairman, Epimenio Romero, at
school house.
der that name. Denver News.
Precinct No. 23, Rio del Medio, 1
delegate, chairman, Romulo Benavi-deat school house.
Precinct No. 24, Kennedy, 1 delegate, chairman, Guadalupe Montoya,
Palace.
at G. Montoya's house.
T. P. Canfield, Albuquerque.
The meetings must be called to orF.
Albuquerque.
Powers,
George
der
exactly at the hour specified for
F. Quinn, Albuquerque.
each precinct by the precinct chairR. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
man designated, if present,
not
if
C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas.
present, by any other Republican who
E. B. Barrow, Denver.
voted the straight Republican ticket
O. A. Cogan, City.
at the State election. Should there
C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
ba more than one nomination
for
J. C. Ralston, Alcalde.
chairman of the meeting, the person
W. L. Benton, Louisville.
calling the meeting to order will
C. W. Reger, Burlington, Ia.
cause a division to be had and count
O. Hoppenrath, Pueblo.
the persons voting for each nominee,
M. D. Montgomery, Philadelphia.
and the person having the highest
W. F. Hogan, Cerrillos.
number of votes shall be declared
H. W. Brown, Denver.
chairman of the meeting, the same
Wallace F. Miller, Oklahoma City.
proceeding to be had for the secre
Montezuma.
The chairman and secretary
tary.
E.
Denver.
Charles
Hoban,
of the meeting will forward immeW. A. Burns, Denver.
diately upon the adjournment of the
T. J. Guilfoil, Albuquerque.
meeting to the undersigned secreE. R. Wright, City.
tary, Charles C. Closson, at Santa Fe,
A. B. Renehan, City.
a copy of the proceedings of the meetM. T. Gbvin, Kentucky.
ing, certified by them to be correct
Neal Jenson, EsKneia.
T. B. CATRON,
James Dick, El Paso.
Chairman.
T. J. Martine", Arroyo Hondo.
C. C. CLOSSON,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Essinger, City.
Secretary.
J. W. Happ, Alamosa.
E. Waddles, St. Joseph.
CALL FOR BIDS FOP. BRIDGE.
Manuel Vifcil, Albuquerque.
J. Hall Jacobson, Idaho.
Bids are invited for the construcCoronado.
tion of a bridge across the Arroyo
Carl Olin. City.
Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue. Plans
M. Barber, City.
and specifications may be inspected at
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
the office of the mayor of the city of
J. M.- Hartley, City.
Santa Fe. Bids will be opened on
Jim Sawyer, Tesuque.
March 1. 1912, at 3 p. m. The city
William Johnson, Jr., Alamosa.
the right to reject any or all
F. C. Cobe, Blanco, Colo.
bids.
F. O. Walor, Blanco, Colo.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
A. Booth, Estencia.
Attest:
Mayor
P. Ellis, Estancia.
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.

FEBRUARY 28, 1912.

WEDNESDAY,

M.

Forty-Fiv- e
Miles of Snow Reports
from the Santa Fe show that there
are forty-fiv- e
miles of 'deep snow
drifts west of Hutchison, Kansas, that
the rotary snow plow broke down and
that the Flyer due Monday forenoon
which was snowed in at Sylvia, Kan
sas, is likely to reach here tonight.

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con-newith No. 7 westbound and No. 4

eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa

X'e

at

8:35 p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. sn. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
p. m.

Passengers trr the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. in. instead of 7:20
as heretoior). Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r- - oi. Instead ot
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D.
ft. Q. Ity.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
New exioo Central Ry,
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
i east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1912.
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZED AT DEMING

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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Good Roads Committee of Chamber of

Commerce Calls Public Meeting
in Windmill City.

PAGE SEVES

REPUBLICAN CONVEN
NEW OUTFIT FOR IRRIGATION
OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.
Water Lifter of Recent Manufacture
Pursuant to tlie requirements
of
Is Excellent for Use on Exthe call made by the Republican Natremely High Ground.
tional Committee on December
12,
1911. for a Republican .National ConFarmers who either flooded or ran
vention, to be held in the City of Chi- water down
listed out furrows before
cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve he
crop was planted this last spring
o'clock noon oil Tuesday, June IS.
ire the ones, if they irrigated at the
1912, for the purpose of nominating
proper periods afterward, who are
candidates for President and Vice- reaping the potatoes, beets and gar- President, to be voted for at the Pres.
v Mere no irrigating was
idential election on Tuesday, Novem 3one irucK.
until after the crop was up the
ber 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
was much less, and in some
such other business as may properly ?rop even
;ases,
with proper watering, the
come Detore it, the Republican Cen
a failure, simply be;rop has be
tra! Committee of the State of New cause of no
bottom moisture at the
Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on ?tart.
this 25th day of January, 1912. hereA trial is being made of
many
by calls for the holding of a convenKinds of pumps, makeshifts,
eleva-:ortion of the Republican par'y of the
and lifters. Each class Ims
State of New Mexico to be held in ts place its advocates. The centifu-w- l
the City of Santa Fe, Slate of New
pumps are hard to beat on
Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
but where the water must be
Mh day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
raised, say 20 feet or over, they have
purpose of selecting eight delegates some capable competitors, writes C.
and eight alternates to represent the Holies in the Farm,
Stoc' and Home.
Republican party of the State of New One of these is a true water lifter, of
Mexico in the said national conven rather recent
manufacture, which lifts
tion caneu to De nem at Chicago ou :he water to 20 feet or more with less
the ISth day of June, 1912.
power than many other styles. The
The Republican Central Committees lifter in use here is the
ol the various counties of the State
type and requires four horseare by this committee requested and power for that capacity.
directed to issue a call for the holdThe machine consists essentially of
ing of a county convention of the 5G
buckets (galvanized
Republican party in the respective sheet steel) swung between two cog
counties upon such notice and date as chains. These chains turn about two
they may deem expedient
for the large cog wheels suspended loosely
purpose of electing delegates to the In the well (or pit), at the top the
said State convention to be held on "hain cog wheels get their power
the Sth day of March, 1912, as afore- through
friction pulleys.
said, at which the basis of represen- There are two shaftings; one carries
tation shall be one delegate for each the chain cog wheel and larger fricone hundred votes, or a fraction there- tion wheels, the other the belt pulley
of of fifty or more, cast for the Repub- and smaller friction pulleys.
As the ascending
lican candidate for governor of the
buckets "ogln
State of New Mexico at the late elec- their backward journey the water is
tion held on the 7th day of November, dumped into a centrally placed recep1911, and one delegate at large from tacle, directly underneath the shafteach county in addition, upon which ings. From this vessel the water
basis the representation at the State flows out around the ascending buckconvention of the Republican party ets to an outflowing trough. There is
of the State of New Mexico, to be a brake, so that if the machine stops
held on March 8th, 1912. from the lit any time the chains are locked
several counties of the State, shall right where they stop running. Friction is also reduced to a minimum
be as follows:
through the use of roller bearings.
Delegates The
farmer who bought this lifter
Bernalillo
19
paid something like $290 for it, or with
Chaves
7
the engine the outfit would cost him
Colfax
17
about $425. One good feature of this
4
Curry
machine is that he is running it with
Dona Ana
14
a
engine, though but
5
Eddy
f
to
the buckets are
Grant
12
In use.
11
Guadalupe
The operator is working on the
Lincoln
8
problem of pumping from wells, the
Luna
4
wells being supplied from sand points
6
McKinley
driven in the bottom.
At present
Mora
15
from a well 9 feet across, 17 feet to
Otero
6
water, 7 feet of water, and four
9
Quay
points, two 18 feet down and the
Rio Arriba
20
other two 27 feet down, the flow is
4
Roosevelt
close to 80 gallons per minute. These
Sandoval
6
points are two inches in diameter.
San

-

,

M.

Deming, X. XI., Feb. 2S. Following
the call of Dr. R. C. Hoffman, chair
man of the good roads committee of
the Chamber of Commerce, the follow

MASONI y.

A

KENT." roomed house with
n.nge. D, S. Lowitzki.

Montezuma
Lodpi.
No. 1, A. F. & A. if..
commune
Regular
cation first Mondar
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
l

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room.
ing automobile owners and citizens
inquire New Mexican.
7.30.
met at the Adolphi club Monday even
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
R.
The
were
following
ing.
preesnt:
. .. ..
' rA4 4,
FOR SALE -- Pony, buggy and har- CHAS E. LINNET.
,
:r
,
Secretary.
C. Hoffman, C. J. Laughren, S.
ness. Apply Kerr's Barber Shop.
Alex Smith, P. A. Burdick, MorSanta Fe Chapter Na.
ris Nordhaus, E. L. Reifschneider. R.
FOR SALE Rhode Island Rrd eggs
1. R. A. M. Regular
Ii Case, Lee O. Lester, V. S. Hillis,
tor setting. Call
De Val'aa St.
convocation second
Fred Sherman and H. F. Blackham.
Dr. Hoffman wag elected temporary
of each month
Monday
FOR SALK Five show cases, must
at Masonic Hall &l
chairman and V. S. Hillis was chosen
be sold at once. Bargain. O. C. Wat-se7:30 p. m.
temporary secretary. An organization
& Co.
to be called the Deming Automobile
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Association was effected.
V.
G.
II. P.
WANTED Teachers
wanted for ARTHUR
Rutherford was elected1
SELIGMAX, Secretary.
permanent
schools. Address I). T. Baldwin, San
secretary. Lee O. Lester was elected
Antonio, Texas.
first
Arthur J. Evans
Santa Fe Commandery
second
and Morris
No. 1, K. T. Regulai
WANTED Good reliable boy
Nordhaus, treasurer, The secretary
conc'av
fourth Hondrive mil k wagon. Apply Capital P ln.
was instructed to correspond
with
rrr-jiu eucu moi;n m
uaj
Phone.
ranch.
Dairy,
Bishop's
otner automobile associations, secure
Masonic Hull at 7 se
and the president
copies of
p. m
A couple housekeeping
WANTED
ana secretary were
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
rooms; must he modern and close in. W. E.
s
made a committee on
to re.
GRIFFIN,
Kecorder.
Apply, ID! Grant ave. Tel., Black 57.
port at the next meeting. The secre
tary was instructed to notify Col. E.
Santa
Fe txidge
ot
FOR SALE Good clean stock
of
K. B. Sellers, of the New Mexico AutoPerfection
No.
1,
14th
located
in
com
merchandise,
good
mobile Association, the Magdalena Asdegree. Ancient and Acmunity and on railroad, good business
sociation, and any other associations
cepted Scottish Rite ol
opportunity. Address E. T. W. Lvden,
in Xew Mexico and invite correspondFree Masonry mee's on
X.
M.
ence. Mr. Blackham was instructed
the third Monday of each month
to investigate the cost and design for
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening La
. .WANTED
L.
O.
Situation as assistant Masonic
OWEN,
metal signboards to mark the roads,
Hall, south side of Plata.
Of Clovis, Who Has Secured a Writ of Ouster
ooohKeeper or plumbers apprentice
Against George H. Van
and report at the next meeting. The
Visiting Pcitish Rite Masons are co
Stone
for
borne
State
in
both.
experience
Commissioner.
at
Corporation
Handy
was
meeting
adjourned until Monday
dlally Invited to attend.
242 Agua
anything. Ed. Phillips,
evening, March 4.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Fria
Street.
Agnes Kennedy has
purchased,
Venerable Master.
(STOCK MARKET WAS
Co.
through the
FOR SALE One good team 7 and HENRY F. STEPHEN'S, 38
APATHETIC THIS MORNING
two lots in the Orchard addition, conEOiTQRJAL
S years old, 1 set
FLASHES
ttecretary.
wagon harness in
sideration $150.
good
condition, 1
in
wagon
J. Walter Bradshaw has received the
Was
Fluctuated
But
Slightly
Trading
P. O. E.
condition.
Whole outfit goes
machinery for a pumping plant to be
Devoid of Features Short InThere is a Reason.
if taken at once. See Valentine
Santa
Fe
cheap
Lodge No,
installed on his place three miles
terest Given Twist.
One
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Medrano, S. Galisteo St.
southeast of Deming. The machinery know of our lady friends wishes to
we
do not write a column
why
its regular session ot
consists of a 35 horse power vertical Oi
the second and fourth
ROOMS FOK KENT One, three,
just small uaraeranhs and nnt (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
International gasoline enXew York, Feb. 28. With the ap
editorials?" Because a long edi- or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
of each
Wednesday
vertical long
gine and a Xo. 5 three-staghas only one idea, while a col- proach of noon the market's apathy
month. Visiting brothfor rent at 237 Washington avenue
jtorial
Air.
Is
Bradshaw
pump.
centritugai
li! mn of short
ers are invitea sad
paragraphs requires increased and further cancellations of
Large, handsome dining room, excep
acres for crop
preparing seventy-fivor
ideas. See? Rio some of the earlier gains were re
twenty
welcome.
thirty
tionaily nice and well suited for
during the coming season, 25 acres of Cliande
rumors
was
corded.
There
adverse
Republican.
CARL A. BISHOP.
boarders.
which will be planted to alfalfa.
J. D. SENA,
dealing with United States steel but
Exalted Ruler.
Payson Ripley, superintendent of
that stock was relatively firm. Aside
Secretary.
WANTED A cook to assist at a
the Santa Fe at Chanute, Kans., is in
Interesting Developments.
from some slight strength in such speSome very interesting developments
camp of bridge builders.
Deming investigating conditions here.
Steady
cialties as Western Union and Pitts
F. W. FARMER
He was formerly trainmaster between f.re promised in the near future relawork, good pay. American or native.
&
was
Louis.
C.
C.
St.
burg
Trading
Homesters No.
now
fifteen miles from Santa Fe
Camp
Deming and San Marcial, but has not tive to the expenditure of road devoid of any feature. Bonds were
on D. & R. G. Ry. Address W. J.
funds in Dona Ana county. A very
2879.
been in Deming for several years.
steady.
Brotherhood
C. C. Chappelle,
in care Xew Mexican.
of
of complete and comprehensive
report
Central Leather preferred gave
American Yeomen
the Federal Light and Traction Com is now in the hands of Governor McMeets
Seconrt
pany of Xew York, W. A. Haller, chief Donald and the result will prove very way over tw:o points on the publication
TYPEWRfTERS.
of the annual report which showed a
and Fourth Thur
and Mr. interesting reading when given to the
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Net
engineer of the company,
over
fixed
of
deficit
after
$2,000,000
public. Rio Grande Republican.
Webster, are in Deming on business.
platens furnished. Ribbons and
days. Fireman's
charges and dividends. The rest of the
H. Casad and E. Burt, farmers from
Hall. H. Foreman,
sold,
Typewriters
exchangei
market was not influenced and even
La Union, are in Deming, and are
a"J rented. Standard makes handled
A. E. P. Robinson,
Recall for Teachers.
advanced slightly in spots, Reading
All repair work and
Cor. iec. Fred F.
making preparations to improve their
typewrites guar
The News favors the election of
a
almost
point.
gaining
land lying eighteen miles southwest
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Aland.
E
in the public schools for life
teachers
a
was
The
short
interest
twist
of Deming.
given
5
Juan
change. Phone 231.
to recall by a majority vote of in the afternoon when
The Graphic is moving into its new subject
large purchas- San Miguel
30
Santa Fe Camp
A teacher may not ing orders were executed simultanethe community.
AGENTS Triple- - War Hosiery
Santa Fe
18
Quarantine New Bird.
quarters half a block south of Spruce even own and
13514, M. W. A.
improve a home as he ously in the principal stocks.
Read- Sierra
on Gold avenue.
new
Into
bird
the The best paying proposition ever ofNever introduce a
6
ineets second Tue
M. M. Miller of Lake Valley is in may have to move at the end of the ing was the leader of the movements Socorro
22
fered guaranteed for six months.
regular yard until it has been
day each month, so
term.
school
He
to
hesitates
and
of
two
was
its
rise
supple- Taos
purchase
points
14
Keep It alone for a Write for special offer 6 pair FREE.
Deming on business.
clal meeting tUr4
good furniture as moving ruins it. mented by advances of about half as Torrance
week and note its condition, appetite, Everybody
10
at Elks
Beautiful
line.
Tuesday
buys.
Under present conditions, teachers much in Union Pacific, Lehigh Valley, Union
etc. Disease is often introduced into Credit
14
BAR ASSOCIATION TO
Halt Vistlng uelg
given. Write for exclusive
and ministers do not have an even Amalgamated
American Valencia
in
this
a
matter.
flock
Copper,
carelessness
by
19
MEET AT SANTA FE. chance with the rest of
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills, bors welcome.
Smelting and United States Steel.
humanity.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Consul
Franklin and Girard Avenue, PhilaPecos Valley News.
The market closed strong. Activity
aos
FARM NOTES.
Pa. Mention in answering CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
delphia,
New Mexico Lawyers to Confer on
increased in the closing hour and
All notice of contest shall be sub
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
Law Revision and Proposed
there was a further expansion of the mitted in writing setting forth the
A Peripatetic Militia.
Crude oil is almost a cure all.
Santa Fe Camp No.
movement. Union Pacific and giound of contest, which must be
Legislation.
buying
A
M
fif!73. R
Tnaota
Silage is rapidly becoming a factor BUTLER MAKES ODD CLOCK
"It is only fair that the state mili- - Lehich Vallev increased thAir trninc tn
President J. M. Hwrvey has called
filed
of the State In feeding operations.
the
with
ra
Secretary
first
of each
Tuesday
, .LUtU,. BUUU1U U UU Ut ilfBl twQ
a special meeting of the New Mexico
nd many
Central Committee at least two days
Plan to have plenty of shade about Man
Mi) month; social meeting
Bar Association for 2 p. ai., March 14,
rose materially. Trading fell off great- - before the meeting of said convenSpends Seven Years on Time- im.i in
your place next year.
third Tuesday at Fire
J)
In
the
maneuvers
another.
the
Piece
of
at Santa Fe. Those who attended the
past
Iy Deoa. the cose and a few stocks tion.
Composed
Brads, a Beer
Rotation Is very necessary to the
man's Hall. Visiting
Tap and Other Things.
August meeting will remember that have been held at the grounds near yielded on scattered realizing but the
All county conventions must be growing of profitable crops.
welcome.
neighbors
it was decided to hold a special meet- Las Vegas and nowhere else. In mak-- '' general market retained its strength. held not later than the 4th day of
If you havf, any metal roofs, It is
An English buUer by the name of
NETTIE VICKROY,
ing in Santa Fe for the purpose of ing a modest but determined bid for
March, 1912.
policy to ground them. It can be done James Gibbs has
Oracle.
made a curious
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
at very slight expense.
taking up the work of the Revision them, Albuquerque is entitled to the COMMERCE COURT ANNULS
clock out of an astonishing collection MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
INTERSTATE DECISION,
Committee and presenting it to the fullest hearing." Albuquerque Even-Chairman.
The storage of celery on a large of
odds and ends. He designed it himj
ing Herald.
HERBERT W. CLARK. Secretary.
scale is only practicable by the aid
legislature.
self and spent his spare moments for Department of the Interior,
Makes
Acute
Differences
Opinion
"
In other words that
of special houses for the purpose
Duke
The committee on Law Revision
about seven years in constructing it.
United States Land Office.
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On most farms, several acres of
have been working on the original City wants a "peripatetic" militia, etc,,
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is in the shock.
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judgment
Let nothing prevent your being one
Kansas City, Feb. 2S. Cattle Re great deal of attention in many farm
who knows of any substantial reason
Rounds; Two Other Short Bouts are it has done so, against which, it was
rough plank and worked it with the under the laws and
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ceipts 6,000 including 700 southerns publications.
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Program,
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cheap
MADE CORN EASY,
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of clock or cabinet making, so you
This contention must be rejected. 5.25; native cows and heifers $2.75
as long. It is certainly a waste to
time and place to
can realize what an enormous amount
In our judgment, it was never intend
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Wheat Showed Downward Tendency
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at once Price $1200. 0. C. Watson Co.
Basket Ball Game on Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock between High
School team and Eighth Grade. Admission 10 and 15 cents.
FOR SALE Residence, first door
south of Methodist church on Don
V.
Gaspar avenue. Apply to John
Mayes, Room 24, Laughlin Building,
Phone Black 194.
If Your Coal was not right, it was
because you did not have the right
kind. R". J. Crichton has all kinds that
are right and some sawed wood. See

FEBRUARY 28, 1912.

sold

GERMAN-MILLE-

D

FLOUR
the answer to
every Baking Problem.
It's Firer-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES
Famous
A

We have just unloaded another
I
car, and for
A LIMITED TIME
to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST
OF ALL FLOURS, we are going to make a

COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;

Dinner Set of Fine China like the one in our show
get a
some
or
of
the premiums in Rosrers & Sons' Silverware. We
window,
not entirely satisfactory.

SAVE THE COUPONS
your money
Phone No. 4.

if

AND

46-Pie- ce

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4.

The best sign for a meat market?

S. SPITZ
HEADQUATERS
FOR

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A
ery

,

ally.
If you will consider thot the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tmce a year. It will increase trie
life and accuracy of your watch
Leave your watch with 'us

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

DAILY ROUND

the Standard for purity,
strength and healthfulness.
Made from pure,
grape cream of tartar,
free from alum and
phosphatic
acids.

tonight's performance at the Elks'
Theatre are here, but the special reels,
Thackeray's Vanity Fair, did not arrive because of the snow blockade.
Santa Fe Athletic Club. The Santa Fe Athletic Club has been organized and will enter into the field of
indoor athletics in the Capital. Only
clean sport is to be tolerated and the
first public exhibition will be on next

UP.j

there was still two inches of it on
the ground.
Keno Player Robbed Henry Smith
WEATHER FORECAST.
an American keno player, complained
28.
New
Keb.
Denver, Colo.,
to' the police at El Paso that he had
unsettled weather,
Mexico,
been robbed of a $25 watch and $25 in
Wednesday.
with probably snow in moun- San Miguel News The February money while playing keno at Juarez.
N tain region tonight or Thurs- S day; colder Thursday and in X number of the San Miguel News is
Card of Thanks.
from press and is very interesting.
north and east portions tonight.
Professor Fred Seigner desires to
The News demonstrates that St.
Michael's college has taken a high thank the many friends for the kindshown him during the illness and
BE LOYAL TO YOUR HOME place among the higher schools for ness
death of his wife, and he feels espeboys in the west.
cially indebted to the First RegimenTOWN AND BUSINESS EN- Mrs.Death of Mrs. PerfectatheMartinez
beloved tal band and Rev. B. Z. McCullough.
Perfecta Martinez,
TERPRISES by giving them wife of Antonio Aranda, died at Co- Numerous customers!
CALL FOR BIDS.
Rio Arriba county, last week at
your patronage ; and support vote,
Bids will be received by the board
the age of 48 years. Besides the hus
We Endeavor to Wait On You Just
the men who invest their band, there survive three sons, Fidel, o" trustees of the New Mexico Asylum
for the Deaf and Dumb for the con
As Promptly As Possible!
Andres and Nicanor.
money in Santa Fe by sendSanta Fe Trains The only Santa Fe
ing your laundry work to the train reported on time today was No.
THE BEST MEATS
There will be no trains from the
finest, most modern, electri- 10.
east until tomorrow. A stub train No.
HONEST WEIGHTS AND cally equipped and sanitary 1 will be run again tonight from La
from the east are being
Junta.
laundry in the new State. detouredTrains
over the Belen
LOWEST PRICES
Our prices are the same that The
Furniture Com- is today unloading a carload of 1
;psny
in
all
are use
over the United furniture and will have it on display
Are Worth A Short Wait Occasionally,
ia several days. In this car they have
States. We guarantee
q full accni'tmcnt
r,f i t n na.i' .'flurn
vjuiu
ya. inn rqui iiiicui. vi tuc lie
isfaction.
BUT
furniture, something you probably
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY.
have never seen. Waich their window.
People Who Frequent Zook's may,
It Will Be No Longer Than
Phone Black 211.
enjoy Johnston's Candy fresh.
Johnston's Candies always fresh at
More Snow Predicted
The weather
Zook's.
j bureau
unsettled weather for
predicts
Necessary Here!
Pure Cold Pressed medicinal Lin- the mountain
regions and probable
seed Oil for your horse and cow at snow
with colder weather to-- !
tonight
A NEW
GOEBELS.
morrow.
the highest
Yesterday,
Feast of Purim On Sunday Hetemperature in the shade was 40 de-- ,
brews begin the celebration of the
grees, in the sun 71 degrees. The
Feast of Purim.
minimum last night was 19 degrees.
with six tables pays.well. Must be The snow had practically all melted
Phone 92.
jfooi and billiard hall by evening although in the morning
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THE JEWFLER.

HIGH-GRAD-

ff THE

J

j

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

0

Sixty Years

A

Raymond-Whitcomb-

$1.65 per Sack.

ROGERS SILVERWARE

1

e
Excursion
will
Raymond Whiicombe excursion
pass over the Santa Fe through New
Mexico on Friday, but no stop will be
made at Santa Fe.
Special Car Here The Pullman
car Anemone arrived from El Paso
l;;st evening over the New Mexico
Central. . It will be occupied by W.
Bf.yard Cutting and Dr. Bishop, who
leave today for New York.
Each Week Zook's receive a shipment of Johnston"s candy from the
factory.
Regular Picture Show The regular
films for the moving picture show for

special price of

GERMAN PROCESS.

will refund

advertisement.

D

struction of two fire escapes up to 12
o'clock noon March 9, 1912. Plans
and specifications can be had at the
office of I. H. Rapp, architect at Santa
Fe. Right to reject any or all bids
reserved.
By order of Board of Trustees.
W. O. CONNOR, Jr.,
Superintendent.
ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE SANTA FE CLUB.
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
Club will be held at the club house on
Monday, March 4th, 1912, at 8
p. m. A full attendance is requested.
Business, election of officers and committees for the ensuing year.
R. J. PALEN, President.
Dated March 4.

0. S. LDWnZKL

cut-of- f.

NsS7

Akcrs-Wagn-

sat

'

Furniture and
Qeensware.

v

)

j
j

j

CASH PAID FOR

!

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
Located

One Block East from Old San

R. V. BOYLE,

j

Miguel Church.'

Phone Black 12.

Manager.

DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.

Secondhand Goods

GO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at

Plaza Market Co.

the Right Price !

B

Have Yout Bastes Sttit Tailored to Ordtei?!
1
1

r

"

(M
Nik

r ASTER

I

SUNDAY IS APRIL

itso

A

!

AND IT WILL BE HERE VERY SOON

even before you realize
On that one day of all days, when every true
what you ought to do
don'tjput off until
women takes special pride in her dress, WHEN THE LATEST SPRING FASHIONS ARE ON PARADE, you ought to have a garment that
is a bit different from the resta garment that lends distinction to your figure. There is only one way to get that
perfect
suni-emstvlf hnvp vniir FASTF1? fiADMPNTC Till nDPn.Tfi.ftDnRD RV THE A IV! CD If a i i a ri cc
nr ui- - a
Mnivr.
to-morr- ow'

to-da-

y.

fit--th-

at a remarkably
A

-.

low price.

MASTER TAILORING

at

tm

e

?

SERVICE IN OUR STORE

f

NOW!

YOU NEED NOT GO TO CHICAGO OR NEW YORK TO GET THE

BEST STYLES OR THE FINEST FABRlCSwhy they are all on
display right now in our store. The largest variety imaginable. The prices are so low they will amaze you. SATISFACTION! ASSURED.
We take your measure and guarantee to deliver a perfect fitting, faultlessly tailored garment promptly. Every detail will be
exactly as
'
we
order
This
it.
assure
you
you.

Suits, $16.50 and up.
Coats,

69

12.00

44

66

1

jl

Dresses, $15.00 and up.
6.50
Skirts,
44

44

SPRING MODELS, over 200 Fabrics and 60 Silks on display, so you ought to come
early and make an early choiceit's too good to miss.

This Store is the Home, of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

